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ABSTRACT
When we consider the nature of the scientific community in conjunction with a
sense of typical economic circumstances we find that there are two distinct paths for
development. One path involves hypothesis testing and evolution of strategies that are
linked with iterations in equipment advances. A second, more complicated scenario, can
involve external influences whether economic, political, or otherwise, such as the
government closure of NASA’s space program in 2011 which will no doubt influence
research in associated fields. The following chapters are an account of examples of two
statistical techniques and the importance of both on the two relatively unrelated
geological fields of coastal geomorphology and ground water hydrology.
The first technique applies a multi-dimensional approach to defining groundwater
water table response based on precipitation in areas where it can reasonably be assumed
to be the only recharge. The second technique applies a high resolution multi-scalar
approach to a geologic setting most often restricted to either high resolution locally, or
low resolution regionally. This technique uses time-frequency analysis to characterize
cuspate patterns in LIDAR data are introduced using examples from the Atlantic coast of
Florida, United States.

These techniques permit the efficient study of beachface

landforms over many kilometers of coastline at multiple spatial scales. From a LIDAR
image, a beach-parallel spatial series is generated. Here, this series is the shore-normal
position of a specific elevation (contour line). Well-established time-frequency analysis
techniques, wavelet transforms, and S-Transforms, are then applied to the spatial series.
These methods yield results compatible with traditional methods and show that it is
viii

useful for capturing transitions in cuspate shapes. To apply this new method, a landbased LIDAR study allowing for rapid high-resolution surveying is conducted on
Melbourne Beach, Florida and Tairua Beach, New Zealand. Comparisons and testing of
two different terrestrial scanning stations are evaluated during the course of the field
investigation.
Significant cusp activity is observed at Melbourne Beach.

Morphological

observations and sediment analysis are used to study beach cusp morphodynamics at the
site. Surveys at Melbourne were run ~500 m alongshore and sediment samples were
collected intertidally over a five-day period. Beach cusp location within larger scale
beach morphology is shown to directly influence cusp growth as either predominantly
erosional or accretional. Sediment characteristics within the beach cusp morphology are
reported coincident with cusp evolution. Variations in particle size distribution kurtosis
are exhibited as the cusps evolve; however, no significant correlation is seen between
grain size and position between horn and embayment. During the end of the study, a
storm resulted in beach cusp destruction and increased sediment sorting.
In the former technique using multi-dimensional studies, a test of a new method
for improving forecasting of surficial aquifer system water level changes with rainfall is
conducted.

The results provide a more rigorous analysis of common predictive

techniques and compare them with the results of the tested model. These results show
that linear interpretations of response-to-rainfall data require a clarification of how large
events distort prediction and how the binning of data can change the interpretation.
Analyses show that the binning ground water recharge data as is typically done in daily
format may be useful for quick interpretation but only describes how fast the system

ix

responds to an event, not the frequency of return of such a response. Without a secure
grasp on the nonlinear nature of water table and rainfall data alike, any binning or
isolation of specific data carries the potential for aliasing that must be accounted for in an
interpretation.

The new model is proven capable of supplanting any current linear

regression analysis as a more accurate means of prediction through the application of a
multivariate technique. Furthermore, results show that in the Florida surficial aquifer
system response-to-rainfall ratios exhibit a maxima most often linked with modal stage.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Any scientific study is conducted using some form of the classic scientific method
of inquiry.

While observational science and hypothesis formation have remained

constants throughout history, the testing methods have changed and evolved with the
times.

In today’s information technology world, hypothesis testing often evolves

corresponding with testing equipment and its associated strategies which the subsequent
chapters will show. As a result, testing strategies and practices tend to evolve rapidly.
Since testing strategies and technology are inherently linked, it should come as no
surprise that the evolution of testing strategies is also often linked with a specific
discipline or limited number of disciplines. After all, a technological breakthrough may
hold potential in one discipline that has been deemed somewhat less valuable by another.
This process, while incidental, often can mean that a later, more ubiquitous iteration of
that breakthrough, while potentially more valuable to multiple disciplines, may remain as
obscure to alternative disciplines as the original.
The above scenario, while simplistic, is often at the heart of most advances in
testing and strategy.

When we consider the nature of the scientific community in

conjunction with a sense of typical economic circumstances we find that there are two
distinct paths for development; the simple scenario mentioned above, and a more
complicated form involving external influences whether economic, political, or
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otherwise.

The following chapters are an account of examples of two statistical

techniques, one considered simplistic in its evolution, the other more complicated, and
the importance of both on the two relatively unrelated geological fields of coastal
geomorphology and ground water hydrology. We begin the examination with the more
complicated development path since it requires, and is adequately supported by,
considerably more discussion.
A convincing model for this more complicated evolution of testing strategies and
practices is that of digital signal processing (DSP). DSP began in the 1960s as computers
first became available (Hubbard, 1998). At that time, the application of techniques such
as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and convolving filters progressed beyond the field of
mathematics and were applied in the military, petroleum exploration, space exploration
and medical fields based largely on the fact that the needs of national security, vast
financial gain, and saving lives outweighed the extremely prohibitive costs of early
computing (Smith, 1994). By virtue of this foundation, the distribution of applied signal
processing techniques begins in the aforementioned disciplines and proliferates with both
the decreased cost of computing and the general communication patterns propagating
outward from those scientific communities. While costs are a predictable, if unfortunate
aspect of the scientific process, the scientific community can adapt to this process.
The onset of applied DSP, FFT in particular, developed further interest in signal
processing techniques to the applied sciences. Examples include engineers beginning to
use wavelet analysis to evaluate internal combustion engines while the US Government
established fingerprint identification software in the 1990s using digital compression
filters (Hubbard, 1998). One type of advance in DSP was the S-Transform (ST), which
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married the localization aspect of the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) with the
scalable window of the Wavelet Transform (WT) (Stockwell et al., 1996).
The ST was first applied to sunspot activity, a field closely linked with its
developers, R.G. Stockwell, L. Mansinha, and R.P. Lowe (Mansinha et al., 1997). The
technique was later adapted for use in dealing with wavelet dispersion in groundpenetrating radar (Irving and Knight, 2003). Due to the nature of the ST, multiple
frequencies could be analyzed which made the technique a valuable tool considering the
fractal nature of geology (Guha, et al., 2008). More recently, developments in survey
technology provide an opportunity for coastal geologists to marry morphological
evaluations with signal analysis, specifically the WT and ST. Through surveys of vast
numbers of discrete points, a digitized model can be created and analyzed as a signal.
The following chapters (2 – 4) follow the account of this development and its impact on
the coastal field.
A more simplified developmental path of a statistical technique is that of Binary
Raster Imaging (BRI). Raster-based imaging is a two-dimensional gridding technique
with a dependent variable often contoured or color-coded. It is often associated with
maps or surveys defined in an x-y coordinate system depicting anything from elevation to
localization of pollutants in ground water (Clark, 1986, Fu and Sun, 2010, Goodchild,
2010).

And since it is a more economical tool when compared with DSP due to

computational time, BRI has progressed through scientific communities as alternative
methods during exploratory data analysis without excessive financial costs. Over the
years, unconventional uses of raster imaging such as presenting multiple scales of a
single variable with respect to another have become popular. These more abstract uses of
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raster-based images are becoming common in cases where multi-scale patterns are
important such as stream flow or regional precipitation (Koehler, 2004, Koehler and
Boehnert, 2010). Chapter 5 follows the account of a new method for predicting ground
water recharge from rainfall using a new approach to multi-scale analysis by way of
raster-based imaging.
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CHAPTER 2
Time-frequency Methods for Characterizing Cuspate Landforms in Lidar Data

2.1 Introduction
The emergence of Airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) technology in
the 1990’s provides a means for rapidly surveying elevations on large areas of beachface.
Lidar has been used as the main source of data in numerous studies of the coastal
morphologic system (Carter and Shrestha, 1997; Meredith et al. 1998; Meredith et al.,
1999, Krabill et al., 2000; Sallenger et al., 2001; Brock et al., 2002; Stockdon et al., 2002;
Sallenger et al., 2003).

Airborne LIDAR resolution is on the order of 1m in the

horizontal direction and 0.15m in the vertical direction, and thus fine enough to resolve
bedforms like beach cusps, whose amplitudes are usually greater than a few centimeters
(Sallenger et al., 2003). More recently, land-based LIDAR systems, known as laser scan
stations, have revolutionized the surveying of the coast. These new scan stations have
finer resolution than airborne LIDAR and make short-time-scale repeat survey of beach
elevations economically feasible. Both airborne and land-based images offer a data
density that cannot be achieved with other methods, and contain information on beach
patterns at multiple spatial scales.
Analysis techniques that fully exploit this wealth of data are desirable for better
documentation of beach pattern activity over large areas of coastlines, and ultimately, for
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better tests of models of beach dynamics. To test dynamic models against LIDAR data,
one needs to extract from the dense data some characteristic features.

This paper

proposes the use of time-frequency methods to extract wavelength and extent information
for cuspate landforms. (We note here that time-frequency methods were derived in the
context of time series; as used in this study for the analysis of spatial series, they are in
fact “space-wave number” methods.) These methods offer a significant advantage over
traditional methods of estimating, for example, beach cusp spacing, in that they capture a
range of spatial scales in a single analysis (Tebbens et al., 2001; Ruessink, et al., 2007).
At the same time, they maintain the strengths of earlier methods in that they are easily
automated for work with large data sets, and permit estimates of confidence intervals on
extracted parameters.
Beach cusps are an example of features whose wavelengths pervade a range of
spatial scales. These undulations of the beach face are characterized by horns extending
in the seaward direction, separated by smoothly curving embayments. Cusps are most
often described in terms of spacing between the horns. Cuspate features range from
short-lived cusplets (Komar, 1973) with spacings on the order of tens of centimeters to
more typical beach cusps, commonly referred to as swash cusps, with spacings from
meters to tens of meters (Coco et al., 1999), and finally to storm cusps and giant cusps,
with spacings of 70m to ~1500m (Dolan and Ferm, 1968; Inman and Guza, 1982).
Although the processes driving cusp evolution have been the subject of many
publications (e.g. Johnson, 1919; Longuet-Higgins and Parkin, 1962; Inman and Guza,
1982; Miller et al., 1989; Werner and Fink, 1993), understanding their formation
mechanism remains incomplete (e.g. Coco et al., 1999). The methods described here
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should facilitate cusp dynamic studies because they can extract quantitative
characteristics of cusps on the range of scales made available from LIDAR studies. In
particular, the time-frequency methods can characterize swash cusps within the context of
larger-scale cuspate features and other shoreline patterns.
In this work two simple time-frequency analysis methods are applied to
characterize large sections of shoreline. Each method uses airborne LIDAR elevation
data from segments of beach on the order of 2-4km. (In practice, much longer segments
could be evaluated.) The efficacy of these methods for extracting information on cusp
spacing, extent in space, and persistence in time is assessed and compared with a
traditional method of estimating cusp spacing.
These methods begin with the extraction of the shore-normal position of a
subjectively defined elevation (based on preliminary inspection of the beachface). Where
beach cusps are present, the seaward distance of elevation contours oscillates. Timefrequency analysis of the shore-normal position of the selected elevation contour is then
done using (1) wavelet analysis, and (2) the S-Transform (Stockwell et al., 1996). We
present examples of both methods applied to beachface elevation maps derived from
LIDAR data on the Florida Atlantic coast.

2.2 Study Area
This study uses LIDAR data provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) along the east coast of Florida, acquired in April of 2004. The
LIDAR Data Retrieval Tool (LDART), a database assembled by the Coastal Services
Center of NOAA provides the user with a suite of data collected by an Airborne
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Topographic Mapper (ATM) over a series of flights spanning the last 10 years
(http://maps.csc.noaa.gov/TCM/). The LDART resource was tapped for all data used in
the study.
Data sets were collected from eight stretches of beach, each 2-4 km in length,
from three counties along Florida’s east coast (Figure 2.1).

The selection process

subjectively targeted areas with differing degrees of beach cusp activity and wave
climate.
The northernmost area, SJ-1, is located in St. John’s County near the St. John’s
River mouth (Figure 2.1). Five areas are located in Brevard County (BE-1 through BE5). The remaining two areas are located in Indian River County (IR-1 and IR-2) (Figure
2.1). Areas SJ-1, IR-1 and IR-2 were selected for study because they exhibit multiple
scales of morphological patterns, on the order of both swash cusps and giant cusps. BE-1
through BE-5 were selected because they have well developed cusps and include
locations where cusps spacing abruptly changes.

2.3 Methods
Raw LIDAR elevation data must be ‘cleaned’ to best capture the natural features
of the beach. Erratic points within the data set are common due to irrelevant structures
such as beach chairs and people. All LIDAR data files were cleaned using an algorithm
that removes outliers, both positive and negative, of 1m or greater from surrounding data
points.
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Figure 2.1. Location map showing SJ-1, BE-1 to BE-5, and IR-1 and 2.
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The method for extracting constant elevation contours begins with a calculation of
the strike of the coastline and retrieval of shore-normal profiles at 2m increments along
the length of the study area. The algorithm then tracks the coordinates of a chosen
elevation contour that is within the elevation range of a typical beach cusp formation
(typically close to but below the berm crest elevation, thereby capturing high-tide cusps).
We note that the selection of the elevation for study is subjective, and this method can
easily accommodate multiple contour line analyses. In the examples shown here, the
selected contour line is that which yields the greatest amplitude of variation in the crossshore direction. Finally, the contour line is de-trended to remove larger scale features in
the longshore direction using a best-fit second order polynomial. De-trending effectively
removes wavelengths close to the length of the spatial series and subtracts the general
coastline strike from analysis.
Analysis of the de-trended elevation contour is then performed following an
approach commonly used in previous research (Masselink, 1999; Coco et al., 2003). In
this traditional method, a threshold shore-normal position, or “zero-line” is defined.
Locations where the elevation contour crosses the zero-line are identified and recorded.
From the “zero-crossings”, cusp spacings are calculated (Figure 2.2). Moreover, mean
and standard deviation for spacings within a series of cusps can be derived. In this study,
since the airborne LIDAR data has a horizontal resolution of one meter, cusps are only
defined where the elevation contour deviates from the zero-line by a cross-shore distance
of one meter or more between zero-crossings.
Finally, time-frequency techniques are applied to the de-trended elevation contour
line. Both methods used, the wavelet transform and the S-Transform, yield estimates of
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the relative energies in the signal at different wavelengths as a function of distance along
the shore.

Although they show similar content, they also exhibit somewhat

complementary information, and so it is beneficial in analysis to examine the efficacy of
both methods.

Figure 2.2. Comparison of contour line used in study and resultant zero-crossing
analysis. (a) Elevation plot of segment of BE-1 from 2100 to 2700 m with referred
contour line highlighted in white. (b) Example of cusps identified by the zero-crossing
technique using the contour line highlighted in (a) that has been de-trended to remove the
larger feature.

The Mexican hat wavelet is a preferred wavelet for this analysis because its shape
is similar to that of the cuspate coastal features (Hubbard, 1998; Torrence and Compo,
1998; Tebbens et al., 2001).

The signal (cross-shore position of selected elevation

contour), f(x), is convolved with the wavelet transform filter, or mother wavelet, ψ(x) of
the form:
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where x is the distance alongshore. The convolution yields the wavelet transform:
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where a is a scaling parameter and the filter is centered on x' . The wavelet transform is
evaluated for values of the scaling parameter ranging from a = 0.25 to a = 32 , with a
beach-parallel sampling interval in x of 2m so that a = 0.25 corresponds to a cusp
spacing of ~2m while a = 32 corresponds to a cusp spacing of ~128m.
The S-Transform can be considered a wavelet transform in which the mother
wavelet W is multiplied by a phase factor, such that

S ( x' , k ) = ∫ e

∞

W ( x, k ) = ∫ e

−i 2πkx

−∞

−i 2πkx

k
2π

e

−

( x − x ') 2 k 2
2

f ( x)dx

(3)

Here, k is the wave number, and plays the inverse role of the scaling parameter a in the
wavelet transform (Stockwell et al., 1996; Mansinha et al., 1997). The S-Transform
functions as a Short-Time Fourier Transform, or in this case a “Short-Distance” Fourier
Transform, in which the spatial windowing function has a Gaussian form and is
wavelength-dependent: the window is longer for longer wavelengths.
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The computed S-Transforms and wavelet transforms are then tested for
significance at the 50%, 90% and 95% confidence intervals. Confidence intervals are
established for both methods by running 1000 Monte Carlo simulations of spatial series
generated from synthetic random-noise beach elevations maps assuming normal
distributions with standard deviations set to those appropriate for the LIDAR data,
namely 1-meter in the horizontal and 0.15-meter in the vertical. For each method, at each
wave number, the mean of the amplitudes of the 1000 time-frequency analyses represents
the 50% confidence level for the data. The 90% and 95% confidence levels are similarly
derived from the cumulative probability distribution functions at each wave number
(Stockwell, 1999). An example of the confidence intervals computed as a function of
wave number (1/wavelength) for the S-Transform is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. Example of S-Transform significance testing. Black line denotes 50%
confidence level(estimated noise floor). Dotted line denotes 90% confidence level (i.e.,
90% of simulations below this threshold). Dashed line denotes 95% confidence level.
13

We plot the results of our time-frequency analyses in terms of the corresponding
confidence intervals, as was done by Torrence and Compo, 1998, Stockwell, 1999 and
Fritz et al., 2006.

2.4 Results
In practice, the S-Transform and wavelet transform yield alternative views of the
spectral energy of the system (Stockwell et al., 1996). The S-Transform generally better
resolves the wave number (wavelength), while the wavelet transform provides a sharper
image of the spatial variation in signal energy.

2.4.1 Characterization of Cusp Spacing.
Figures 2.4c and 2.4d show the complementary ways that the S-Transform, the
wavelet transform, and the traditional zero-crossing techniques yield information on the
wavelength and extent of cuspate features. A representative stretch of shoreline from
segment BE-1, in Brevard County, FL, is shown in Figure 2.2a. The contoured surface
displays elevation from -0.75m (white) to 1.5m (black). Cusps can be clearly discerned
at ~2300m to 2500m and again at ~2575m to 2700m. Overlaid on this surface is the
preferred contour for cusp study.
Figure 2.2b shows a zero up-crossing analysis (with the criteria that a cusp
requires an excursion in the elevation contour of 1 m or more (dashed lines) between zero
crossings). Thirteen cusps are defined beginning at approximately the 2300m location
where a 30m cusp is identified. Six cusps are identified between 2380m and 2500m with
mean cusp spacing of 19m and standard deviation of 2.3m. Five additional cusps are
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defined between 2560m and 2660m with mean cusp spacing of 19m and standard
deviation of 6m.
The wavelet scaleogram and S-Transform spectrogram of the same elevation
contour (Figure 2.4b) are shown in Figures 2.4c and 2.4d, respectively. Areas of light
gray, dark gray and black denote confidence intervals of 50%, 90% and 95%,
respectively. The wavelet transform yields a finer resolution of the onset of cusp activity
along the shoreline. The wavelet transform is modulated in zones of cusps, with maxima
where the peak of the mother wavelet is centered on a cusp or trough, and minima where
the mother wavelet is out of phase with the cusp. In comparison, the S-Transform yields
a finer resolution of cusp spacing, with coarser resolution of sharp changes in the spatial
domain [see 2.4d at 2300m].

Figure 2.4. Comparison of Wavelet Transform and S-Transform on selected contour. (a)
Elevation plot of segment of BE-1 from 2100 to 2700 m. (b) Contour line spatial series.
(c) Wavelet transform. (d) S-Transform. Light gray denotes 50% confidence level, dark
gray 90%, and black 95%.
15

There is excellent agreement among all methods [Figures 2.2b, 2.4c, 2.4d] on the
spatial extent of cusps. The S-Transform and zero-crossing methods are also in close
accord on cusp spacing/wavelength. For example, all cusp spacings described by the
zero-crossing technique are clearly resolved in the S-Transform results with >=90%
confidence. The S-Transform resolves, for example, the longshore variation from the
larger cusp (30m) near 2300m to smaller cusps (19 +/- 3m) extending to just beyond the
2500m mark and from 2560m to 2660m (19 +/- 6m).
Figure 2.4c also demonstrates that the S-Transform can carry additional
information on cusp form, not available from the zero-crossing method. For example, the
exceptional “sharpness” of horns at ~2415m and 2600 is captured in the energy at short
wavelengths in the S-Transform.
In general for the study of cuspate features, the S-Transform’s better resolution of
wavelength and continuity in energy bands appears preferable to that of the wavelet
transform. For this reason, in subsequent examples we focus on the S-Transform.

2.4.2 Changes in Cusp Spacing.
Interactions between adjacent shoreline features can be significant (e.g. Toue and
Wang, 1990). Where armoring structures such as seawalls and revetments are present,
they can potentially influence the process of beach cusp evolution (Sunamura and Aoki,
2000). Figure 2.5 shows one such scenario that illustrates the usefulness of the timefrequency method for characterizing changes in cusp spacing.
The outline of a seawall and raised property is visible between 500m and 600m of
the 500m long segment of beach area BE-2 shown in Figure 2.5a. The predominant
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longshore drift along this stretch of beach is southward (left to right in figure). Cusps
spaced ~14m apart are visible north of the seawall while ~26-30m cusps are present
downdrift of an erosional feature at the terminus of the seawall. The S-Transform
(Figure 2.5b) clearly resolves this transition. Significance testing of the S-Transform
indicates a 95% confidence for the 14m cusps and 90% for the 30m cusps. Since this
particular seawall is in close proximity to the 1.5m elevation contour line used for
analysis, the S-Transform also yields a relic energy band at the 50% confidence interval
in proportion to the length of the structure at the structure’s location at ~570 m. The STransform also sees the concentrated energy at short wavelengths that mark the abrupt
ends of the seawall.

Figure 2.5. Example of S-Transform for identifying significance levels for cusp signals.
(a) Elevation plot from BE-2 showing distinct and abrupt cusp variation adjacent to a
seawall. (b) S-Transform of BE-2 beach segment. Note that the seawall extends
approximately 500 to 600 m. Color scheme as in Figure 2.4.
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2.4.3 Multi-Scale Analysis.
The zero-crossing method of beach cusp analysis cannot typically capture features
on a variety of scales, such as the ends of the seawall shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.6
demonstrates that the S-Transform can resolve not only shorter wavelength energy, but
also cuspate or oscillatory features on scales longer than swash cusps. In Figure 2.6 the
S-Transform is applied to beach segment IR-2.

Figure 2.6. Example of time-frequency method for capturing both small and large-scale
cuspate patterns, simultaneously with confidence levels. (a) Preferred contour line. (b)
S-Transform revealing activity at multiple scales. Color scheme as in Figure 2.4.

From the spectrogram one can see activity at three distinct large scales, or giant
cusps, all of which are above the 90% confidence interval. These three features range
from 150m to 600m in spacing. From the same analysis one can also see~20m swash
cusps intermittently throughout the beach segment at >90% confidence.
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2.4.4 Cusp Temporal Persistence.
With the advent of land-based LIDAR, we expect repeat time-lapse surveys of
beaches to become much more common. S-Transform analyses should be useful for
assessing the persistence and migration of cuspate features along long stretches of beach.
One example of this use of the S-Transform method is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7. An example of use of the S-Transform for studying cusp activity through
time. (a) Beach segment BE-1 during Nov. 1999. (b) Beach segment BE-1 during Apr.
2004. (c) Beach segment BE-1 during Nov. 1, 2004, (d) Beach segment BE-1 during Jan.
2006. Color scheme as in Figure 2.4.

Analyses of four separate LIDAR snapshots along the same segment of BE-1 are
shown in Figure 2.7. The four data sets were selected on the basis of availability on the
LDART site, and do not represent “successive” images. As such they are not useful for
study of beach cusp dynamics, but are presented here simply as a means for
demonstrating the temporal variability in cuspate features than can be captured by the S19

Transform method.

Note that 2100-2700m on Figure 2.7b is the section of coast

displayed in Figures 2.2 and 2.4. The wavelength scale is modified slightly from the
previous figures to focus on the range of cuspate feature spacings.

Using the S-

Transform we see the presence of small scale bedforms intermittently along the length of
shoreline (Figure 2.7a). Figure 2.7c indicates the presence of larger beach cusps while a
more or less planar beach is depicted in Figure 2.7d.

2.5 Conclusions
The S-Transform method is a convenient way to identify the presence and
wavelength of cuspate landforms along large stretches of coast. Confidence intervals are
established during pattern analysis. Simultaneous resolution of cuspate features at scales
both larger and smaller than swash cusps is possible. Clearly the next step in the
application of this method is to examine the presence/absence and wavelength of cuspate
energy along beach in light of overall beach geomorphology (such as beachface slope)
and hydrodynamic conditions.
To improve understanding of cusp evolution, a limiting factor now becomes the
data itself. Ideally, LIDAR data collected repeatedly over shorter time intervals would
present a picture of activity that could generate new constraints on models for cusp
formation and evolution. The introduction of land-based laser scanning stations to the
field will allow this type of experiment.
The time-frequency analysis of LIDAR surveys could also be modified with little
effort for analysis of bed forms developing at similar spatial scales in a variety of
environments. Recent studies of the instability of sand dunes (Elbelrhiti et al., 2005) to
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the self-organization of sorted ground patterns (features less than 1m) (Kessler and
Werner, 2003) could benefit from large-scaled pattern recognition algorithms that
identify distribution properties.
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CHAPTER 3
Terrestrial Laser Scanning for Beach Morphology Studies

3.1 Introduction
Beaches exhibit some of the most dynamic topography on the surface of the earth.
Because of this, variability in the morphology of beach environments is under-sampled
relative to that of many other geological settings. Yet measuring the morphology and
overall volume of beaches is critical to both basic science, i.e. understanding the
processes driving shoreline evolution, and practical management tasks, for example
measuring erosion and forecasting change. So beaches offer an especially promising
target for rapid laser scanning measurements of topography. At present, however, the
application of laser scanning methods is sufficiently novel that acquisition and processing
techniques developed for other environments do not translate with ease to coastal studies
and are not wholly ubiquitous. Issues arise that can limit study resolution and extend
processing time.
In this study we discuss practical aspects of beach laser scans with two case
studies. We begin by placing the new laser scanning techniques in the context of other
methods of surveying beaches. A discussion of beach-specific issues in laser scanning
addresses the impacts of scanner type, light levels, sand reflectivity, water in the swash
zone, and particulate matter in the air. Aspects of survey design and times required for
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data acquisition and data processing are described. We find that the data processing
methods typically developed for other environments must be adapted for use in coastal
studies.

3.2 Methods for Measuring Beach Topography
Measurements of beach topography and estimates of sand volumes have shifted in
recent decades from systematically spaced beach profiles acquired with total stations or
differential GPS (DGPS), to more uniform spatial coverage via airborne Light Detection
and Ranging (LIDAR). Wholly new to this field are terrestrial laser scan surveys,
essentially land-based LIDAR from tripod-mounted scanners. These surveys are referred
to as both terrestrial laser scans and land-based LIDAR systems in the earth science
literature.
Traditional methods of beach surveys (including total stations and DGPS) are
labor-intensive, requiring an operator to occupy every point to be surveyed. To acquire
beach surveys that are intended to be snapshots in time has required selective subsampling of the shoreline. Hence cross-shore beach profiles have long been the staple of
beach surveys (Emery, 1961, Komar, 1998). DGPS can be extended to shallow water
surveying through the use of an echo sounder mounted to a small watercraft such as a jet
ski (Wamsley and Edge, 2004).
In more recent years, acquisition rates have improved with real-time kinematic
DGPS and airborne LIDAR data, permitting denser data grids and reducing interpolation
assumptions (Table 1) (CETN, 1993; Lillycrop and Estep, 1995, Meredith et al, 1998).
The use of airborne LIDAR has brought vastly increased survey area sizes up to
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approximately 8,000 measurements per second (Charlton et al., 2009). Though not as
accurate as a total station or DGPS, airborne LIDAR data have become a field constant
since the mid-1990s and are often used as a detailed survey method following storm
events (Meredith et al., 1998, Meredith et al., 1999, Sallenger et al., 2003). However,
airborne LIDAR surveys can carry an exceptional financial burden and flights are
limited.
With the new terrestrial laser scanning method, the scanner is mounted on a tripod
on the ground, eliminating the requirement for flights and vastly reducing survey costs
relative to airborne LIDAR (Soeder and Jenkins, 2006). The terrestrial systems have
taken two paths in development; one is based on laser time of flight (TOF) while the
other relies on the phase-shift of the returning laser pulse. A TOF scanner emits one
beam of light and times the return before continuing a scan.

Table 3.1. Comparison of beach survey methods. (For a detailed summary of ideal
applications and expected accuracy see Heritage and Hetherington, 2007.)
Horizontal Vertical
Survey Rate
Resolution Resolution
Profiles
mm – cm
mm – cm
~ 1 pt / min
(using Total Station)
Profiles (using DGPS)

cm1

cm

~ 60 pt / min

Airborne LIDAR

m

cm

~ 50,000 m2 / min

mm – cm1

2000 – 2800 m2 / min

mm – cm1

2500 – 4500 m2 / min

Terrestrial Scan Station
mm – cm1
Time-of-Flight
Terrestrial Scan Station
mm – cm1
Phase-based

A phase-based scanner emits several coded beams and monitors their return while
scanning continues.

As each coded beam returns the scanner measures the phase
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difference between each pulse and calculates a distance based on this phase shift (e.g.
FARO Technologies, 2008). A thorough account of the accuracy and resolution of
terrestrial laser scanners can be found in Boehler and Marbs, 2005.

3.3 Issues Arising in Laser Scan Beach Topography Surveys
The output of laser scans is a point cloud, or set of x,y,z position points at which
the scanner algorithms have interpreted a reflection. The quality of the point cloud in a
laser scan will depend on the resolution, sampling density, and range of the instrument in
the ambient conditions. To link adjacent scans into a combined image, practitioners set
out retro-reflective (highly reflective) stationary targets that can be seen from both scans.
Manufacturers’ software typically contains algorithms designed to identify and “register”
targets, maximizing precision in their location. Thus the quality of returns from the
targets can influence both the quality of the integrated data and the ease of postprocessing. It is common for scanner users to run a series of scans that form a full
traverse, with the final scan overlapping the initial scan. This allows for errors associated
with scan alignment to be distributed through the entire survey area.

3.3.1 Scanners.
TOF scanning is generally preferred in outdoor studies due to its increased range
and to the fact that daylight does not interfere with TOF signal reception. Daylight,
which consists of a broad spectrum of wavelengths, can interfere with the phase-based
waves and introduce noise (Cothren et al., 2006, FARO Technologies, 2008, Boehler and
Marbs, 2005, Wimbush, 2008). On the other hand, the faster acquisition rates of phase-
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based instruments make them desirable for imaging rapidly evolving environments.
Other sources of noise include reflective surfaces and water, turbulent or turbid waters, in
particular (Table 3.2).

3.3.2 Survey Design.
The most basic limitation of either type of scanner is its line of sight. Beach
features such as cusps or ridge-and-runnel systems can produce shadow zones in
individual scans. Complete topographic coverage can require multiple scans of the same
terrain from distinct viewpoints in the long-shore or cross-shore directions. Shadow
zones may not be apparent during data acquisition, so same-day post-processing, before
repeat surveys, is desirable.
Table 3.2. Typical causes of noise in phase-based laser scanners.
Source of Error
Effect
Reference
Interferes with wavelengths
FARO Technologies
Daylight
emitted by laser, increasing noise
(2008)
and reducing scanner range
Increases noise and reduces
Shiny/Reflective
FARO Technologies
efficacy of post-acquisition
Surfaces
(2008)
filtering
Turbulent /
Increases reflectivity of otherwise
suspended load
absorbing still water yielding
Heritage & Large (2009)
waters
undesired returns from water

If the target of a survey is to produce repeated snapshots of the morphology of the
same stretch of beach, it may be preferable to conduct repeated traverses from one end of
the target area to the other in the same direction, rather than the more preferable loop
traverse. To estimate and distribute errors in positioning, permanent reflective markers
should be identified at the beginning and end of the traverse and along the survey route.
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Errors can be assessed by comparing successive surveys and the resultant errors of the
permanent markers.

3.3.3 Surface Reflectivity.
Objects with low reflectivity, i.e. those with dark or dull appearances, have an
effect of diminishing the range of any laser scanning system (Boehler and Marbs, 2005).
This was not found to be an issue on the beach surveys described here for environments
with mostly quartz grains and light-colored shell material. However, the high reflectivity
of white sands can be problem. Most scanner processing software packages are designed
to specially classify the retro-reflective surfaces of targets used for tie-in points. Natural
highly reflective surfaces can resemble these targets (Heritage and Large, 2009). On
beaches, we find that the reflectivity of quartz sands is often high enough to cause a
misclassification of the tie-in targets, hindering the scanner’s ability to register the survey
and effectively reducing the range of individual scans.

3.3.4 Light Levels.
Sunlight significantly increases noise levels in phase-based scanners, and users of
these instruments can expect both lower resolution and lower range from instruments in
daytime relative to nighttime. Figure 3.1 shows a compilation of data from points
reflected off target spheres at varying distances from a phase-based scanner under sunny
conditions against a sandy background. This figure shows that while the number of
beams reflected from same distance in day and night does not differ, the positioning error
is drastically reduced during night scan. As distant noisy points will typically be filtered
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from data sets, the effective range of daytime scans shrinks.

Figure 3.2 shows an

example of this effect; data in this figure were acquired in the phase scanner case study
described below and were processed using identical noise-exclusion filters supplied by
the instrument manufacturer. For surveys targeting the shoreface in daylight, avoiding
bright sunlight may not be possible. When the range of the instrument is decreased
during daytime, spacing between scan stations must be shortened accordingly.

Figure 3.1. Comparison of sunny day-time and night-time performance of phased-based
scanner (FARO LS880) in sandy environments. Data show points reflected from retroreflective target spheres against a quartz sand background. Data are compiled from
selected scans of the Melbourne Beach case study described here and from an
independent experiment carried out in Tampa Florida. (Top) Number of reflected beams
received by scanner as a function of distance from the scanner. (Bottom) Variance of
pre-filtered scan point coordinates as a function of distance. Variance is defined as that
of the position of the center of the reflecting sphere, derived from the combined
reflections off that sphere. Low-variance day scan points are typically related to a
decrease in sunlight when collection occurred during overcast skies (FARO
Technologies, 2008). In practice with this scanner, after filtering day scan data quality is
similar to night scan for points in range <~15 m. For points >~15 m, post-filter variances
decrease as errant points are removed, but data density becomes extremely sparse.
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3.3.5 Water in the Swash Zone.
Turbid, active waters create a serious impediment to obtaining accurate
reflections.

In the case studies described below we find the phase-based scanner

essentially only yields reliable results at the landward-most extent of the active swash
zone. The thin veneer of water left between the swash run-up and run-down in the active
swash zone typically skews phase-based reflections and renders them virtually unusable.
In the TOF scanner study, good reflections could be obtained from the wet swash zone
down to the upper limit of the swash run-up. With practice, one can detect erroneous
points due to swash run-up, and remove these while preserving the swash zone data
collected at lower swash levels.

3.3.6 Weather.
Although temperature affects the speed of light, requiring modifications in the
time-to-distance conversions (Boehler and Marbs, 2005) variations typical of a beach
study can be neglected. Operation in the rain is not ideal, as rain tends to yield spurious
returns, and the TOF scanner used in the case study described below cannot be operated
in the rain at all.
Airborne particulates carried by wind can degrade the quality of scans (Boehler
and Marbs, 2005) and damage instruments with optical components exposed. Scan
quality should be monitored during surveys and spot-checked during down-times in
repeat surveys where possible.

As spurious points introduced by these effects can

typically be removed using manufacturer’s software, their net effect is a reduction in data
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density. Errors associated with coatings on optical parts can be reduced if care is taken to
keep the scanner covered during all non-active periods.

Figure 3.2. Comparison of day and night scan coverage at approximately same point on
beach in phase scanner case study using identical (software-based) filtering.
3.3.7 Edge Effects.
Edge effects are a product of finite beam width and occur when a beam reflects
partially from a near surface and partially from a more distant surface, creating two
returns of varying distances. A detailed look at edge effects as it relates to individual
scanners can be found in Boehler and Marbs, 2005. Typically, manufacturers’ software
filters can handle most edge effects with thresholds defined by the user. Edge effects are
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not overwhelming in beach surveys except where undulating beach features have an
angle of incidence that is particularly large, i.e. the scanner is too low to the beach
surface for significant data density.

3.3.8 Data Processing.
The time necessary to produce a useful product from the raw data will depend
largely on how adjacent scans are linked and placed into a common coordinate system,
how noise is filtered, and how points not on target surfaces are excluded from the data
set. Post-processing of laser scans is not standardized. Generally commercially available
software packages are linked by manufacturers to individual scanners. In our experience
generation of digital elevation maps of beaches with cm-scale resolution based on
contiguous scans, or the compilation of time-lapse repeat maps, can require software
development beyond the commercially available algorithms (see Appendix A for details).
Data processing can be very time intensive, ranging from hours to days per scan.

3.4 Beach Topography Case Studies
3.4.1 Data Acquisition.
3.4.1.1 Melbourne Beach: Phase Scanner.
A phase-based FARO Laser Scanner LS880 was used in a series of surveys, each
covering ~500 m of beach, conducted over 5 days during February, 2008, at Melbourne
Beach, Florida, USA (Figure 3.3; Appendix B). Melbourne Beach is approximately 50
km south of Cape Canaveral on Florida’s Atlantic coast. The beach has a moderately
sloped beach face with a typical grain size ranging between 0.17-0.35 mm comprised of a
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siliciclastic-shell has mix. Beach cusps are prevalent in the area and the tidal range is
approximately 1-1.2 m.

The LS880 is a dual-access compensated high speed laser

scanner capable of survey-grade accuracy. For this study, the scanner was set at ¼
resolution, for which each scan has a manufacturer-specified nominal range of 76 m and
a 3.7-cm point density at 30 m from the scanner. With these parameters, individual scans
were completed in 6.9 minutes. Each scan recorded a suite of range distances, relative
heights, surface color, and reflectivity based on the specular reflections from objects and
given distances.

Figure 3.3. Typical FARO LS880 terrestrial scan station set-up in field. First scan
survey with registration spheres can be seen in background with extra spheres visible in
foreground. See Appendix B for additional photos detailing field set-up.
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It was estimated that contiguous coverage along the 500 m survey area could be
obtained with a traverse consisting of 11 consecutive scan set-up locations. Permanent
markers along the survey route consisted of signs mounted at the dune-berm boundary,
fixed stairs over the dunes, and 7-cm retro reflective spheres placed on fixed mounts each
time a traverse was acquired. In addition, for each scan retro-reflective target spheres
mounted ~50 cm above ground were placed ~10 m to 35 m from the scan station on the
beachface and landward of the beach cusps, in positions such that each scan would share
a minimum of three common targets with the successive scan (Figure 3.4). Five targets
were in fact placed during each scan to allow for errors such as accidental movement of a
target between successive scans or disruption of the line of sight between scanner and
target.
For each scan the scanner was mounted ~1.8 m above ground surface,
approximately even in the cross-shore direction with cusp horns. This procedure used
cusp promontories to minimize scan angle of incidence and reduce shadow zones. A
field laptop was used to set up the scans and to monitor the first of the series of 11 scans
during each survey. The remaining ten scans per session were saved to the scanner’s onboard computer and downloaded and backed up for redundancy following survey
sessions. In practice, to move and reset the scanner and reflective targets and acquire the
11 scans constituting a complete ~500 m survey typically took 2 persons ~3 hours. Two
survey sessions daily were conducted to coincide with low tides to achieve maximum
sub-aerial exposure.
The most serious problem encountered in the Melbourne Beach survey arose from
a slow build-up of materials on the mirror. (This can also occur on glass encasing
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mirrors.) This buildup occurred even when observable airborne particles appeared to be
well below the mirror of the scan station.

After ~40 hours of exposure time the

cumulative increase in noise levels had rendered new data acquisition useless. To make
matters worse, excessively high winds caused the particulate matter to etch the mirror
directly. We found that etching began at wind velocities of approximately 10 m/s.

Figure 3.4. Schematic of scan and target placement in Melbourne phase-based study.

3.4.1.2 Tairua Beach: Time-of-Flight Scanner.
A LEICA ScanStation time-of-flight scan station was used in a similar series of
surveys spanning ~450 m of beach twice daily over 5 days during July, 2008 at Tairua
Beach, New Zealand (Figure 3.5). Tairua Beach is located on the east coast of the
Coromandel Peninsula in the North Island of New Zealand and is exhibits a typical
“pocket beach” configuration.

The beachface at Tairua is generally around 6º and

characterized by medium-coarse sand. Tidal range is between 1.2 and 2 m. The LEICA
ScanStation is also a dual-access compensated high speed laser scanner capable of
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survey-grade accuracy.

The ScanStation resolution was set such to achieve 1 cm

accuracy 10 m from the scanner, resulting in scans that took approximately 40 minutes
per station.

Figure 3.5. Typical LEICA Cyclone-2 terrestrial scan station set-up in field.
Appendix B for additional photographs detailing field set-up.
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See

Because of the ScanStation’s resolution settings, an increased range required only
four scans to survey the study area. For a comparison of data acquisition attributes
between scanners, see Table 3.3.
As with the Melbourne study, a minimum of five targets were used for
registration of adjacent scans. Targets were mounted ~50 cm above ground and placed
between 10 m and 45 m from the scan station, which was fixed at ~2 m above ground
surface.
Table 3.3. Data acquisition and processing parameters for the case studies.
Time-of-flight
Phase scanner,
scanner, Tairua
Melbourne Beach
Beach
Length of Beach Surveyed (m)
500
450
Number of Scans
11
4
Length of Active Beach Area Per
~ 45
~ 115
Scan (m)
Length of Shoreline Surveyed
6
3
(m/min)
Practical Range (m) [Day Scan]1

15-20

70-100

Practical Range (m) [Night Scan]1

30-40

70-100

Average Time to Filter and
Identify Registration Targets for
20-30
45
One Scan (min) [Day Scan]
Average Time to Filter and
Identify Registration Targets for
45-60
45
One Scan (min) [Day Scan] (min)
[Night Scan]
1
Varies with intended resolution and survey goal (e.g. mapping beach cusps
with spacing significantly less than scanner range will yield shadow zones)

The scanner was linked to a laptop computer to facilitate monitoring of incoming
data and to acquire target registration during the data collection phase. (In comparison,
target registration was done during post-processing in the Melbourne Beach case study.)
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In addition, survey control was facilitated using a total station to acquire real-world
coordinates for each target used during internal triangulation, which places all scans with
common scan targets in the same coordinate plane. It took ~4 hours for two people to
acquire a complete survey including 4 scans, station set-up and take-down, and associated
total station surveys (Table 3.3).

3.4.2 Data Processing.
Post-processing of scanner data consists of filtering the data, registering the data
from successive scans in a traverse into a unified coordinate system, and decimating the
data to an acceptable compromise between data density and file size. Data decimation
can follow a fractional scheme, in which a defined fraction of all data is removed, or a
gridded scheme in which only the densest data is decimated, preserving the sparse data
found at longer ranges.

The sequence of processing steps is typically adapted for

individual data sets. For time lapse imaging, successive surveys need to share a common
coordinate system and data density. Table 3.4 illustrates the data processing sequences
used for the beach survey case studies.

3.4.2.1 Melbourne Beach: Phase Scanner.
Processing of the Melbourne Beach data was run with a combination of steps
from the FARO Scene software package and algorithms written with MATLAB at the
University of South Florida (see Appendix A). An image of the raw data point cloud can
be seen in Figure 3.6. All scans were registered to an arbitrary coordinate system defined
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from fixed beach features, as DGPS and total stations were not available during the
survey to provide a means to accurately link local to real-world coordinates.

Table 3.4. Successful post-processing procedures applied to the case studies.
Phase-Based Scanner
Day Scan
Night Scan
est.
Time Description
Description
(min)
1. Register
individual
scan(1)
2. Apply
Stray &
Distance
Filters(1)
3. Manual
(point-bypoint)
filtering(1)
4. Register
adjacent
scans(1) {if
possible}
5. Export &
decimate(1 or
2)

est.
Time
(min)

10-15

1. Register
individual
scan(1)

5-10

5-10

2. Manual
(point-by-point)
filtering(1)

5-10

5-10

3. Register
adjacent scans(1)
{if possible}

30-45

5-10

4. Export &
decimate(1 or 2)

5180*

5180*

5. Orthorectify
all scans(2) {if
Step 4
incomplete}

10-20

Time-of-Flight Scanner
Day Scan
est.
Time
Description
(min)
1.
Automatically
register all
20*
scans to survey
control
points(1)
2. Apply
maximum
5
error-level
(1)
filter
3. Manually
clean up
15*
erroneous
(1)
points

1.
Automatically
register all
scans to survey
control
points(1)
2. Apply
maximum
error-level
filter(1)
3. Manually
clean up
erroneous
points(1)

4. Export &
decimate(1 or 2)

4. Export &
decimate(1 or 2)

5

Night Scan
Description

est.
Time
(min)

20*

5

15*

5

6.
Orthorectify
all scans(2) {if 10-20
Step 4
incomplete}
(1) - Using software internal to the scanner
(2) - Using external software
* - Dependent on software (time-dependent on file size)

The leading concern in post-processing of the Melbourne Beach scans was
daylight noise. The manufacturer’s algorithms for identifying the highly reflective target
spheres failed in many cases in the combined presence of daylight and high reflectivity
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from sand grains on the beach. In day scans, 60% of targets more than 5 m from the
scanner had to be identified manually. It was best to manually identify targets before any
filtering of the daytime data.
Following the identification of the targets for registration, noisy data and points
off the beach surface were filtered from daytime scans using a subset of the
manufacturer’s algorithms. For the daytime beach scans a filter designed to remove stray
points was found to be useful when set to exclude points for which 33% of points within
3 adjacent laser beams (in vertical and horizontal directions) lay more than 0.02 m away.
Additionally, a distance filter was applied to exclude points more than 30 m from the
scanner (which still provided 5 meters of overlap between adjacent scans).

Figure 3.6. Example of raw point cloud data from FARO LS880 terrestrial scanner.
Field battery pack visible in lower left, irregular reflections caused by wave activity
visible from 180° to 260°, and dunes visible from 330° to 360°.
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A filter based on reflectance was not found to be useful given the high-reflectance
sandy conditions. Further manual point deletion following the automated filters was
typically required, especially at the shoreline where disrupted surface waters and
suspended sediment can increase water reflectivity and yield erroneous data points
(Heritage and Large, 2009).
Processing of nighttime scans differed because more targets could be
automatically identified, and because noise levels were much lower. Twenty percent of
targets at distances greater than 15 m had to be manually identified. At these lower noise
levels, data density and data range could be increased by filtering only manually.
Although this roughly doubled post-processing time, the improved range added valuable
information on the seaward edge of the images.

Figure 3.7. A comparison of night-scan data density and resultant contour maps using
manual and package software filters. (Left) Night scan data density achieved by manual
filtering compared with automated filters available with scanner. (Right) Contour maps
drawn from the same data sets. The manual technique adequately replicates software
filtering on the beach face and allows for greater rang and data density.
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Figure 3.7 presents an example of the point distribution and subsequent contour
maps associated with manual and automated filtering techniques. While the manual
picking increases noise in the backshore (landward) portion of the image, it clearly
increases the seaward range.

In the central beach the two methods are in good

agreement. Provided that one is concerned with the active foreshore, the backshore noise
is not a significant issue. Ultimately, improvements in automated filtering methods are
clearly desirable.
Although manual-only filtering improved data range on night scans, it proved
simply impractical for the day scans described above. Filtering time in excess of 4-5 hrs
per daytime scan failed to produce sufficient data coverage to link adjacent scans.
To maintain practical data volumes, individual scans were decimated with a
MATLAB gridding algorithm, preserving a minimum data spacing of 5 cm before
registration into a combined 11-scan survey (see Appendix A).

Since data density

increased with decreasing distance to the scanner, more distant points are preserved while
nearby points are decimated.
Finally, where possible, manufacturer’s algorithms were used to register adjacent
scans. Where manually picked targets dominated the link between scans, a different
processing sequence was required. Decimated data from individual scans were registered
with rotation/translation algorithms written with MATLAB (see Appendix A). As a last
step algorithms were developed to compare surveys from successive low tides. The error
in positions on the surfaces inferred from the quality of positions on fixed targets was
found to be 5-20 cm in the day scans and 1-5 cm in the night scans.
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3.4.2.2 Tairua Beach: Time-of-Flight Scanner.
Registration, filtering and decimation of TOF data were carried out in similar
fashion to phase-shift data using LEICA’s Cyclone software. However, lower noise
levels in the TOF data made filtering less intensive. Only points from the swash zone
generally required manual removal. A maximum error-level filter successfully removed
extraneous data generated by airborne particulates. An image of the raw data point cloud
can be seen in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Example of raw point cloud data from LEICA Cyclone-2 terrestrial scanner.

In the TOF scans all registration targets (from 10m to 40 from the scanner) could
be automatically identified with the manufacturer’s algorithms. In practice, several of the
targets were misidentified in the field due to the time pressure applied by the short period
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between tides and the difficulties associated with working in a night environment on a
narrow transect. This resulted in a slightly increased post-processing time as the labels
for the controls points had to be re-assigned.

The importance of correct target

identification was particularly evident in the night scans where visibility was lower. This
experience highlights the need for multiple redundant targets for each scan, which would
have alleviated the problem.
Once target IDs were correctly assigned, error levels were checked between total
station targets and ScanStation targets (using redundant fixed targets) and then the
Cyclone software was able to automatically align all scans for each session. Absolute
error levels for each scan session are shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5. Error constraints for each Time-of-flight (TOF) scan.
Scan Session
Mean Absolute Error of all
used Constraints (m)
July 15, ’08 - 1030
0.012
July 15, ’08 - 2315
0.059
July 16, ’08 - 0900
0.036
July 17, ’08 – 1030
0.004
July 18, ’08 – 1100
0.007
3.5 Discussion
The potential use of terrestrial laser scanning stations on beaches has been
documented by Soeder and Jenkins (2006) and in the preceding sections. Here we
outline a number of promising potential applications. In any application where the
frequency of time-lapse imaging, and hence acquisition rate, is the key factor, a phasebased scanner may be preferable. Where size-of-survey, and hence range considerations
outweigh acquisition rate considerations, a TOF instrument would be preferable. Table
3.6 summarizes data acquisition issues expected for each application.
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1. Volumetric studies. Time-lapse volumetric studies in a river channel have
shown that the vastly higher-frequency laser scan surveys can detect volumetric changes
that are two-thirds larger than those detectable using lower frequency traditional methods
(Milan et al, 2007). Although no study has yet analyzed if tidally-driven beach volumes
would exhibit similar variability, it is evident that laser-scanner techniques largely
increase spatial resolution of beach surveys (van Gaalen et al., 2009 and see Chapter 2).
2. Aeolian transport studies. The speed of laser scan data collection makes it an
ideal tool for studying aeolian transport. A series of scans on a typical dune face could be
performed with a phase-based scanner at a rate of about 6-12 repeat surveys per hour,
depending on the resolution settings used. Laser scanners would also be able to provide
high-resolution measurements on the dynamics of superimposed aeolian bedforms
developing at different temporal and spatial scales (e.g. Elbelrhiti et al., 2005; Kocurek
and Ewing, 2005).
Table 3.6. Typical beach survey scenarios and the suggested method of approach.
Concerns
Day-to-day
beach surveys
Aeolian
transport
Swash zone

densely populated beaches
shadow zones
reflectivity (from day scans)
high resolution
speed of collection
Reflectivity error

Influence on
Scanning
Range
Range
Range & Error
Range
Scanner specs
Error

Suggested Scan Station
Phase or short-range TOF
Phase or short-range TOF
TOF
Phase
Phase
TOF

3. Swash zone studies. While phase-based scanners are ineffective in the swash
zone, TOF scanners can capture the swash zone above the point of swash run-up. So
scanner studies could address swash interaction as it relates to sediment bed changes.
TOF scanners require finite time to generate point clouds, however, and the rotation of
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the scanner will continue throughout the swash action, creating a data gap with each
swash run-up. The spatial pattern of data acquisition will be determined by the ratio of
the period of the swash run-up to the period of the scanner rotation. Figure 3.9 illustrates
hypothetical data gathering scenarios for the swash zone area, assuming the scanner
rotates 16 or 32 degrees as the swash moves up and down the beach through one cycle.
Gray areas represent topography captured by the scanner; white areas are missed because
they are covered by water as the scanner beam passes over them. In reality a TOF
scanner would typically rotate a much smaller angle per swash cycle, leaving narrower
(and more difficult to illustrate) data gaps.

Figure 3.9. Hypothetical illustrations of the effect of swash on data collection in the
swash zone. Swash zone is assumed to extend between landward edge at 2 meters and
seaward edge at 6 meters. The scanner is assumed to be mounted at the point 0m in the
longshore direction and 0m in the cross-shore. Grey areas indicate scanned regions while
white areas indicate regions inundated during scan rotation. (Top) Scanner rotates 16
degrees during one swash cycle. (Bottom) Scanner rotates 32 degrees during one swash
cycle.
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3.6 Conclusions
Tripod-mounted laser scanning (terrestrial LIDAR) is an exceptional method for
beach topography surveys for a range of applications, including volumetric studies,
aeolian transport studies, and swash zone studies (provided they are completed at low
tide). Decimeter to centimeter-scale spatial resolution can be achieved over tens to
hundreds of meters, over timescales of minutes to tidal cycles.

Key issues in the

applications of laser scanners on beaches include:
1. Choice of phase-based or time-of-flight scanners. The drawbacks of phasebased scanners in the bright daylight conditions and swash zone of many beach surveys
suggest that time-of-flight instruments will be the preferred method for most beach
studies. Phase-based instruments will be preferable for surveys requiring very rapid
repeat acquisition rates.
2. Careful choice of scanner tripod and reflective target locations to minimize
shadow zones and maximize ease of identification of targets used to register adjacent
scans in a common coordinate system.
3. Recognition that optimal processing of time-lapse surveys on beaches currently
may involve steps not readily available in commercial software.

As a result data

processing may require substantial time investments both in manual editing and in the
development of software.
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CHAPTER 4
Observations of Beach Cusp Evolution at Melbourne Beach, Florida, USA

4.1 Introduction
Beach cusps are crescentic morphological features found on the foreshores of
beaches all over the world. The shape of beach cusps is characterized by steep seaward
protruding extensions, called cusp horns, and, gently sloped landward extensions, called
cusp embayments. These quasi-regular sinusoidal patterns develop in the swash zone and
are often described by the spacing between adjacent horns, which can range from 10-1 m
to 102 m (Coco et al., 1999). Over the last 30 years, this rhythmic pattern has received a
considerable amount of study.

Largely, research has focused on the formation

mechanisms underlying cuspate morphology in order to accurately describe relationships
between hydrodynamic forcings and beach cusp spacing (Inman and Guza, 1982; Werner
and Fink, 1993; Masselink, 1999; Coco et al., 1999, 2003; Sunamura, 2004; Dodd et al.,
2008). These studies, relying predominantly on theoretical or numerical modeling, have
shifted focus towards cusp initiation and away from characterization of cusp morphology.
However, many aspects of cusp morphology remain unclear. Chief among these is the
depositional/erosional nature of the features and the relationships between cusp
morphology and sediment characteristics (e.g. mean grain size, mode grain size, and
kurtosis).
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A range of ideas has been proposed regarding the sedimentary characteristics of
beach cusps. Johnson (1919) described beach cusps as erosive features after observing
swash excursion acting to erode an embayment, thereby enhancing the cusp aspect ratio
(cross-shore horn extension to alongshore cusp spacing) and producing cusp growth.
Russell and McIntire (1965) attributed to cusps a depositional history on the basis that
horns typically comprised coarse-grained sediments while embayments comprised finergrained sediments, a result of observed flow patterns where embayment motion is
incapable of entraining further sediment. Relying on fluorescent tracer studies, Williams
(1973) also determined an accretionary origin for cusp evolution. The work of Chafetz
and Kocurek (1981) furthered this view, describing a coarsening-upward sequence of
horn sediments in sediment cores, which indicated a period of net deposition. In contrast,
research on the beaches of Delaware determined that cusp growth was initiated by an
erosional event in which swash return flow incised channels in the berm crest,
establishing cusp embayments (Dubois, 1978; Dubois, 1981). More recently, while
observing beach cusp formation on different beaches, Antia (1987) described cusp
evolution as being both depositional and erosional, pointing to the association of the
cusps with numerous berm scarps as a link to erosional processes. Masselink et al.,
(1997) affirmed the findings of Antia (1987), suggesting that cusps can be either
accretionary or erosional. Coco et al. (2004) describe waxing and waning patterns of cusp
growth associated with tidal fluctuations.
The lack of agreement on whether beach cusps are the result of erosive or
accretionary processes is perhaps due to the paucity of studies looking at beach cusp
growth in the context of the large-scale geomorphology. Several studies indicate larger-
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scale beach morphology should influence cusp dynamics. For example, the observations
of Dolan and Ferm (1968) suggest a possible link between crescentic landforms of
varying scales. Other authors (Falques et al., 2000; Ashton et al., 2001) show that the
growth of large-scale rhythmic patterns like crescentic sandbars or shoreline sandwaves
is related to alongshore patterns of erosion/accretion.

Still, the possible interaction

between beach cusps (spatial scale of the order of 101 m) and megacusps (spatial scale of
the order of 103 m) and its role on the depositional nature of beach cusps has never been
addressed.
It has long been regarded that beach cusp horns typically comprise coarser
material while embayments comprise finer material (Longuet-Higgins and Parkin, 1962;
Komar, 1973; Williams, 1973; Sallenger, 1979; Komar, 1983; Antia, 1987; Nolan et al.,
1999). However, Emery (1960) and Williams (1973) observe that the relationship is less
significant on finer-grained beaches and Coco et al., (2003) saw no difference between
horns and embayments. Given that grain size can also be important in determining
prominence and spacing of the features (Sunamura, 2004) more observations are needed
to see if (and how) sediment is sorted during beach cusp growth.
Relationships between sediment characteristics and sediment transport (e.g.
Evans, 1939; Komar, 1977; Blackley and Heathershaw, 1982; McLaren and Bowles,
1985), and between beach cusp morphology and storms (e.g. Komar, 1973; Masselink et
al., 1997; Masselink, 1999) have been studied in isolation. However, to our knowledge,
the combined relationships between sediment characteristics, storms, and the evolution of
a cuspate beachface have not been carefully described on a fine-grained beach.
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Until recently, observational investigations into beach cusp morphology were
limited by data acquisition rates. Traditional methods of beach surveying are labor
intensive, and investigations were often lacking either temporal or spatial resolution.
Insufficient temporal resolution has limited the analysis of the progression of cusp
morphology and related attributes (Antia, 1987). Similarly, insufficient spatial coverage
limited the analysis to confined areas, neglecting the influence of large-scale
geomorphology. The trade-off between time and space often lead to studies which either
considered no more than two or three cusps in detail (Masselink et al., 1997; Coco et al.,
2003) or considered extended areas in limited detail (Orford and Carter, 1984).
In the 2000s, terrestrial laser scanning has become more and more frequently the
method of choice for beach surveying (Soeder and Jenkins, 2006; Pietro et al., 2008).
With this technology, beach surveys in excess of hundreds of meters with sub-centimeter
or even sub-millimeter spatial resolution can be completed during the course of a few
hours. These advances provide a reliable means of addressing geomorphic relationships
associated with beach cusp evolution in greater detail than previously reported.
The purposes of this paper are to describe the extent to which accretion and
erosion are associated with small and large scale cusp evolution and simultaneous
changes in grain size distributions. Terrestrial laser scanning surveys collected over a
series of tidal cycles let us examine, in both temporal and spatial detail, the relationships
between cusp evolution, local erosion or deposition, and large-scale morphological
change. Because this study fortuitously coincided with a storm, we are able to also
contribute a high-resolution data set to the literature on cusp evolution during storms.
Finally, sediment sampling coincident with the terrestrial laser scanning surveys permits
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us to quantitatively compare grain size distributions and cusp evolution, both tidal and
storm-influenced, and assess them in the context of horn/embayment relationships as they
develop over time. The results of this study explain varying depositional and erosional
trends of cusp evolution and describe sedimentological variations undergone during
beach cusp growth on a fine-grained beach.

4.2 Regional Setting and Ambient Wave Conditions
The field experiment was performed at Spessard Holland Park in Melbourne
Beach, Florida, USA (Figure 4.1). The park is located approximately 50 km south of
Cape Canaveral on Florida’s Atlantic coast. The beach has a moderately sloped beach
face, ranging from 3° to 8°, with a typical grain size ranging between 0.17 mm and 0.35
mm. Grains comprise a siliciclastic-shell hash mix. Beach cusps are often observed in
the area. An Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler ADCP located approximately 670 m
offshore and maintained under the Florida Department of Environmental Protection
provided real-time wave height, period, and wave direction data, in addition to tidal
information (tidal range is approximately 1-1.2 m). Significant wave heights from the
previous two winters (December – February) have a mean of 0.87 m, standard deviation
of 0.34 m. The ambient hydrodynamic conditions immediately preceding and during the
study included a significant wave height (Hs) of approximately 0.5 m, a peak wave period
(Tp) generally around 10 s, and offshore wave direction often at an oblique angle of
incidence. Comparable ranges are found in many previous studies (e.g.: Williams, 1973;
Chafetz and Kocurek, 1981; Antia 1987; Sherman et al., 1993; Masselink, 1999; Nolan et
al., 1999; Coco et al., 2004).
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Figure 4.1. Map of study site, Melbourne Beach, Florida, USA.
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During the final third of the study a storm occurred at the site, doubling the
significant wave height to 1.1 m and plunging peak wave period to just under 5 s. The
storm was characterized by oblique waves which changed to near shore-normal as the
storm strength diminished (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Hydrodynamic conditions of site during study. (a) Significant wave height,
(b) peak wave period, (c) wave direction (shore normal corresponds to 0, positive values
indicate waves from the north), and (d) tidal level.
4.3 Materials and Methods
Surveys were conducted using a phase-based FARO Laser Scanner LS880
between February 8th to February 13th 2008. The LS880 is a dual-access compensated
high speed laser scanner capable of survey-grade accuracy. For this study, the scanner
was set at ¼ resolution, meaning each scan has a manufacturer-specified nominal range
of 76 m and a 3.7 cm point density at 30 m from the scanner. Each scan recorded a suite
of range distances, relative heights, surface color, and reflectivity based on the specular
reflections from objects at given distances.
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Two survey sessions were conducted daily to coincide with low tides in order to
achieve maximum sub-aerial exposure. Based on the local tides and the above scanning
parameters, the maximum along–shore study distance dictated by individual scan survey
coverage over roughly a 3-hour tidal low was 500 meters.

It was estimated that

contiguous coverage along the 500 m survey area could be obtained with a traverse
consisting of 11 consecutive scan set-up locations. Permanent markers along the survey
route consisted of signs mounted at the dune-berm boundary, fixed stairs over the dunes,
and 7 cm retro-reflective spheres placed on fixed mounts each time a traverse was
acquired. The target spheres were mounted, for each scan, approximately 50 cm above
ground and were placed between 10 m and 35 m from the scan station on the beachface
and landward of the beach cusps. These spheres were positioned so that each scan would
share a minimum of three common targets with the successive scan. Five targets were
positioned during each scan to allow for errors, such as accidental movement of a target
between successive scans or disruption of the line of sight between scanner and target.
For each scan, the scanner was mounted 1.8 m above ground surface, approximately even
in the cross-shore direction with cusp horns. This procedure used cusp promontories as
scan station locations to minimize scan angle of incidence and reduce shadow zones. A
field laptop was used to set up the scans and to monitor the first of the series of 11 scans
during each survey. The remaining ten scans per session were saved to the scanner’s
onboard computer and downloaded and backed–up for redundancy following survey
sessions.
Sunlight significantly increases noise levels in phase-based scanners, and users of
these instruments can expect both lower resolution and lower range from instruments in
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daytime relative to nighttime. The number of beams reflected in day and night does not
differ, but the positioning error is drastically reduced during night scan. As distant noisy
points are filtered from data sets, the effective range of daytime scans shrinks. As a
result, daytime scans yielded reduced individual scan ranges, resulting in gaps between
adjacent daytime scans in order to complete the survey area in the tidal window. Overall,
we used daytime scans collected on 8th-and 9th-February (08B and 09B) and nighttime
scans collected on 8th – 11th February (08A, 09A, 10A and 11A). Processing of the data
combined steps from the FARO Scene software package and algorithms written with
MATLAB at the University of South Florida. Post-processing of scanner data consisted
of filtration of the data, registration of successive scans in a traverse into a unified
coordinate system, and data decimation to an acceptable compromise between data
density and file size (Figures 4.3 – 4.6).

Figure 4.3. Example of raw data extracted from scanner. (a) x-y axis, (b) y-z axis, (c) yz axis.
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All scans were registered to an arbitrary coordinate system defined from fixed
beach features. Since the raw data are generated using an internal coordinate system, the
alongshore-elevation axis must be translated to coincide with the permanent markers on
the beach. The error generated from the orthorectification of adjacent scans propagates
through the data–set along the 500 m. Since the data from adjacent scans are aligned
using common markers (spheres), the error is maximized toward the center of the survey,
and a simple correction relying on a second set of permanent markers was completed to
remove this error. Erroneous points were removed to produce a workable dataset for
survey-grade digital elevation maps (DEMs).

Figure 4.4. Example of longshore elevation axis translation. (a), (b), and (c) same as
Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3a depicts an example of raw data extracted from the scanner in
planform. Figures 4.3b and 4.3c display the elevation in the longshore and elevation in
the cross-shore, respectively. Since the raw data is generated using an internal coordinate
system, the longshore-elevation axis must be translated to coincide with the permanent
markers on the beach (Figure 4.4). The registration of each scan in the chain contains a
small error which propagates through the data set along the 500 m. The translation of the
raw data to match the permanent markers maximizes the error toward the center of the
survey producing the arc seen in Figure 4.4b. A simple correction relying on a second set
of permanent markers was completed to remove this error (Figure 4.5). Finally, errant
points were removed to produce a survey-grade data for DEMs (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.5. Example of propagated daisy chain error removal. (a), (b), and (c) same as
Figure 4.3.
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Upon finalization of the 500 m repeat survey data, the compiled registration or
scan fit error of the x-y plane was calculated at 15 cm. A simple test to determine the
extent to which this error affects vertical accuracy and multiple survey comparisons was
completed using beach profiles extracted from the resultant DEMs. A beach profile
extracted from the February 8 early morning low tide (Scan 08A) was compared with an
adjacent profile 15 cm apart (Figure 4.7a).

Figure 4.6. Example of final survey-grade data produced in post-processing. (a), (b), and
(c) same as Figure 4.3.

The resultant error plotted in Figure 4.7b was used to create an error window
illustrating the significance of the profile changes depicted in Scan 09A, which was
surveyed approximately 25 hours later (Figure 4.7c). Note the dampening of the error at
31m in Fig. 3b, consistent with swash maxima where minor beach perturbations, such as
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footprints, are smoothed. As one might expect, the most significant changes between
Scans 08A and 09A are found seaward of the swash maxima in Figure 4.7c.

Figure 4.7. Vertical accuracy error analysis. (a) Scan points collected from Scan 08A (·)
compared with points collected 15 cm in the longshore during the same survey (x). (b)
Error associated with two scan profiles seen in (a). (c) Scan points collected 24 hours
later depicting significant elevation changes (o) points seen outside error window shown
in gray.

In conjunction with the twice daily surveys, 21 sediment samples taken at 25 m
alongshore increments were collected for the majority of the surveys (155 sediment
samples), dried and sieved in 0.050 mm increments. Most samples were collected 5 m
seaward of the scan traverse transect line on the beachface. Following precedent work,
particularly that of Antia (1987), where the grain size bears a close resemblance to
Melbourne Beach, the samples were extracted from the uppermost 3 cm of beach
sediment to accurately sample the active high-tide sedimentary regime (Bagnold, 1940;
Kuenen, 1948; Emery, 1960; Williams, 1973; Antia, 1987). Collecting surface sediment
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samples (uppermost 3 cm) at discrete alongshore intervals using a fixed cross-shore
position allows analysis of the sedimentological evolution of the cusps (see also
Masselink et al., 1997) and the beachface.
The survey data allow for the analysis of accretional and erosional properties of
cusps and also provide a means of measuring cusp dimensions. Cusp spacing (Cs), the
alongshore distance between adjacent cusp horns; cusp depth (Cd), the cross-shore
distance between seaward horn extent and landward embayment extent (Nolan et al
1999); and cusp amplitude (Ca), the relative relief between horn and adjacent bay
evaluated at high tide swash maxima, were all gathered from DEMs created from the
survey data and set within the context of sediment sample locations. We use an STransform to calculate cusp spacing (or wavelength) because it can capture cusp presence
at multiple scales; successive S-Transforms show the temporal progression of cusp
dimensions and distribution at the site (Stockwell et al., 1996; van Gaalen et al., 2009;
also see Chapter 2). We define mature cusps as those that make the 90% confidence
level on the S-Transform. An account of the application and interpretation of the STransform confidence level is provided in Stockwell et al., (1996) and Fritts et al.,
(2006).

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Beach Cusps and Large-scale Geomorphology.
With respect to the geometrical aspects of beach cusps, linear regression analysis
shows that cusp depths to amplitudes are the most strongly linked dimensions. An
increase in cusp depth is significantly coupled with an increase in cusp amplitude (r =
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0.76, r2 = 0.57). A similar relationship is apparent between cusp depth and spacing
although the correlation is lower and not significant (r = 0.57, r2 = 0.33). Cusp spacing
and amplitude present a significant relationship with correlation (r = 0.61, r2 = 0.38).
Cusp elevation to spacing regression presented a weakly negative and not significant link
(r = -0.37, r2 = 0.14).
On 8th February, the beach was undergoing a recovery phase from a mild-tomoderate storm event that occurred during the late hours of 6th February (prior to the
beginning of the field campaign). During that event, wave heights reached approximately
1.0 m accompanied by a peak wave period briefly dipping to 5 s (Figure 4.2). The first
survey was performed on the afternoon of 8th February and showed the presence of 15
beach cusps with a wavelength ranging from 25 to 45 m (average of 34 m and standard
deviation of 7.6 m) over the 500 m study area. Cusp depths ranged from 5.5 to 10.2 m,
and cusp amplitudes ranged from 0.40 m to 0.61 m, although the horns were
unpronounced and gradually sloped into the embayments (Figure 4.8a). For additional
site photos see Appendix B.
Nighttime scans on 8th February (scan 08A) exhibited average swash cusp spacing
of approximately 32 m (Fig. 4.9a). Additionally, the initial scan exhibited weak swash
cusp activity at alongshore locations between 50 m and 150 m, which corresponded to the
seaward perturbation of a shoreline undulation larger than the domain surveyed.
Although not significant at the 90 percent confidence level, the signal of this oscillation
appears in the S-transform (Fig. 4.9a) and is evident in the overall survey as a gradual
landward shift of the beach cusp features between the north and south ends of the survey
(Fig. 4.10a).
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Figure 4.8. Examples of cusps observed during study. (a) Beach cusps on 8 February,
and (b) evidence of scarping post-storm on 11 February. See Appendix B for additional
site photos.
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The six hours preceding scan 08B surveyed 8th February 1400 were dominated by
waves from the south (Fig. 4.2). The subsequent 12 hours between 08B and 09A (9 –Feb
– 0300) endured similar energetic conditions, although wave approach was now
predominantly from the north.

Figure 4.9. S-Transform of 500 m study site using -1.4 m contour (0.0 m EL corresponds
with control point at base of dune). Wavelength (cusp spacing) is depicted on the y-axis
with color representing energy (related to beach cusp amplitude and regularity) at varying
alongshore locations (x-axis). Black, dark gray and light gray denote 95%, 90%, 50%
confidence levels, respectively. (a) 8 Feb, (b) 9 Feb, (c) 10 Feb, and (d) 11 Feb.

The S-Transform of the subsequent nighttime scan (09A) depicts a general
strengthening of the signal at previously active cusp regions, evidenced by the increasing
level of confidence at 0-50 m and at 400-450 m (Fig. 4.9b). The previously weak cusp
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activity between 50 m and 150 m became more pronounced owing to the formation of
five new cusps with horns centered at 0 m, 80 m, 125 m, 142 m and 165 m (Fig. 4.10a,b).

Figure 4.10. Beach contours, volumetric change, and profiles for 8 Feb and 9 Feb. (a) 8
Feb contours, (b) 9 Feb contours, (c) net volumetric change (white corresponds to
changes below +/- 0.05 m, (d) sediment grain size distribution for each sample site where
x-axis depicts frequency distribution of grain size bins (y-axis) at each sample site (min =
0, max = 0.5). Red squares depict sediment sample locations. South is towards the right
and offshore is upwards. Hash marks indicate mean grain size.

A notable feature of the 08A – 09A 24-hour period is the varying degree to which
deposition and erosion contribute to the overall evolution of the beach cusps. Heavy
deposition at the cusp horns (0.1 – 0.3 m accretion) exists at the seaward extension of the
large-scale undulation roughly spanning 0 m to 200 m and centered at approximately 75
m. This is juxtaposed with minor or no erosion at the embayments (0–0.05 m accretion)
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(Fig. 4.10c). This is also in contrast to the landward part of the undulation spanning the
remainder of the survey area, where an increasingly erosive trend exists with distance
from the promontory. Here, swash cusp horns endure minor or no erosion (0 – 0.05 m
erosion) while embayments endure moderate to heavy erosion (0.05 – 0.2 m erosion).
Fig. 4.10c depicts an interaction between large-scale morphology and beach cusp
evolution. The average wave direction between scans is 35° from north shore-normal,
and the promontory centered at 75 m acts to shadow the embayment to the south. The net
change between horn and embayment consistently favors horns by approximately + 0.15
m. The degree to which horn and embayment evolution represent accretion or erosion is
a function of position relative to the larger scale promontory. The large-scale undulation
is increasing its amplitude as the promontory is dominated by deposition, while the largescale embayment is deepening as is dominated by erosion.
Hydrodynamic conditions between 09A and 09B (9 Feb 1500) remained constant
with no significant change in wave approach (Figure 4.2). Following 09B, peak wave
period dropped to approximately 7 s for a period of 3 hours, and wave approach was
approximately shore-normal leading up to scan 10A (10 Feb 0400) (Figure 4.2, 4.11).
The area endured increasingly more obliquely incident waves from the north than
previously (Figure 4.2c). The 24 hours prior to 09A experienced wave action originating
at an average of 25° to the north of shore-normal. In contrast, the subsequent 24 hour
period endured wave action from a direction 49° to the north of shore-normal.
During this time, growth of beach cusps continued along the large-scale
promontory.

The newly formed cusps first appearing in survey 09A are now

characterized by a larger cusp depth, thereby increasing the significance of the shorter
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wavelength features in the S-Transform, particularly those centered on 80 m and 125 m
(Figure 4.9c).

Overall, the growth of these beach cusps along the promontory

corresponds to an increasing range of wavelengths, as seen in the S-Transform.

Figure 4.11. Beach contours, volumetric change, and profiles for 9 Feb and 10 Feb. (a) 9
Feb contours, (b) 10 Feb contours, (c) net volumetric change (white corresponds to
changes below +/- 0.05 m, (d) sediment grain size distribution for each sample site where
x-axis depicts frequency distribution of grain size bins (y-axis) at each sample site (min =
0, max = 0.5). Red squares depict sediment sample locations. South is towards the right
and offshore is upwards. Hash marks indicate mean grain size.

Consistent with 08A-09A evolution, the promontory continues to experience
deposition more heavily than the southern embayment region of the study area (Fig.
4.11). The cusp horns along the promontory experience deposition on the order of 0.26
to 0.35 m while the embayments accrete 0.18 to 0.27 m (Fig. 4.11c). By comparison, the
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large scale embayment region experiences 0.05 to 0.20 m of accretion at the horns and
little to no accretion in the embayments. At increasing distance from the promontory, the
cusp horns exhibit minor erosion (0.05 to 0.10 m) while the embayments experience
moderate erosion (0.10 to 0.15 m). The exception to the overall depositional trend is a
large erosive feature at 75 m caused by a washed-up log 3-4 m in length aligned shorenormal directly south of the feature (Fig. 4.11b,c).
During 10th February, the winds shifted and gained strength. The resulting storm
produced significant wave heights which increased to 1.1 m before subsiding slightly
(Figure 4.2). The peak wave period dropped from approximately 10 s to 5 s. The
incident wave direction was predominantly from the south, averaging 26° from shorenormal for the 24 hours between scan 10A and 11A, which was surveyed during the early
hours of 11th February. The majority of the survey area experienced significant erosion
ranging from 0 – 0.05 m in the upper beachface and in excess of 0.35 m in some areas of
the lower beachface (Figure 4.12).
Erosion of the swash cusp horns and the lower regions of the embayments
resulted in erosion scarps in excess of 0.5 m relief (Figure 4.8b). During calm conditions,
deposition (or smaller erosion) preferentially occurs at the horns. As conditions degrade
(wave period decreases, wave heights increase), depositional trends are reversed (Figure
4.12c). In the northern and central part of the beach, horns erode between 0.30 – 0.50 m,
while embayments erode 0.15 – 0.32 m. In the southern part of the beach, horns exhibit
no change while embayments accrete approximately 0.15 m. Accretion in the southern
part of the beach occurred at the lower beachface, where presumably berm sediments
were being transported offshore, and in the upper beachface, possibly due to alongshore
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transport. In all cases, the scarps of greatest relief exist in the southern embayment
region. The final survey on 11th February showed continued scarping in excess of 0.45 m
relief at former horns.

Figure 4.12. Beach contours, volumetric change, and profiles for 10 Feb and 11 Feb. (a)
10 Feb contours, (b) 11 Feb contours, (c) net volumetric change (white corresponds to
changes below +/- 0.05 m, (d) sediment grain size distribution for each sample site where
x-axis depicts frequency distribution of grain size bins (y-axis) at each sample site (min =
0, max = 0.5). Red squares depict sediment sample locations. South is towards the right
and offshore is upwards. Hash marks indicate mean grain size.

The active lower swash cusps were smoothed by the storm. Wave conditions
relaxed in the early hours of 11th February (Figure 4.2). Although no laser surveys were
conducted during this lull, sedimentological evidence indicates cusp initiation occurred at
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the same location as pre-storm cusps. By mid-afternoon on 11th February, energetic
conditions had returned and horn-to-embayment variations were again smoothed.
Regarding beach cusp orientation, the 24-hour period (scan 08A to 09A), shows a
reorientation towards the obliquely incident waves.

This is most noticeable in the

southern 200 m of the study area where cusps consistently face to the south (towards the
right in Figure 4.10a). At this time, a southerly trending average angle of incidence exists
over the 6 – 12 hour period before scan 08A. In the subsequent 24 hours, the angle of
incidence rotates to more northerly in origin at 34° and 55° north of normal for the
preceding 6 and 12 hour periods, respectively. The changing wave climate induces a
widening of cusp horns in the southern region of the site as cusp reorientation begins (see
cusps centered on 325 m and 425 m, Figure 4.10b). Overall, throughout the study period,
a continued reorientation of the active swash cusps is most noticeable in the southern
region of the study area (Figure 4.11b). The new orientation is in stark contrast to the
morphology 48 hours prior, as evidenced by the relic cusps 10 m up the beachface which
maintain the previous orientation.

4.4.2 Sedimentology.
The first night scan to include sediment collections took place during scan 09A on
9th February (Figure 4.10d). Analysis of mean grain size depicts embayments averaging
0.201 mm compared with 0.219 mm of horn sediments. The sediment modality exhibits
an average embayment mode of 0.233 mm and horns average 0.249 mm (Figure 4.11d).
There is no discernable trend of any sedimentary characteristic in the alongshore
direction.
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A typical response of sedimentology to beach cusp evolution at the site can be
seen at a new cusp horn located near the 0-m mark, which is oriented into the incident
waves surveyed during 09A. The accretion at this horn exceeds sediment sample depth
penetration, meaning the 09A sediment sample is likely to be comprised entirely of
intertidal deposition. A substantial increase in kurtosis (5.8 to 7.5 or calculated in phi
units 1.19 to 1.70), from leptokurtic to very leptokurtic, exists as the sample becomes
better sorted during depositional growth (Figure 4.13ab).

Figure 4.13. Time lapse of 0 m location (Northern boundary of study site) in active
swash zone. (1) beach countours, (2) net volumetric change, and (3) grain size
characteristics in the active swash. (a) 8 Feb night scan, 08A, (b) 8 Feb day scan, 08B,
(c) 9 Feb night scan, 09A, (d) 10 Feb night scan, 10A, and (e) 11 Feb night scan, 11A.

In the subsequent 12 hours, scan 09B exhibited continued accretion of the
immature horn centered at 0 m (0.18 m to 0.24 m), while the adjacent horn to the south
exhibited minor accretion (0 m – 0.07 m) (Figure 4.13-1cd, 2c). The scan 09B sediment
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sample is located on the horn top rather than the upper face. The horn tops were
consistently overlaid with shell hash, resulting in decreased kurtosis (Tables 4.1-4.3).
Following 09B, as wave approach was nearly shore-normal prior to scan 10A, net erosion
occurred on the mature northern cusp horn centered on -15 m (Figure 4.13-1de, 2d).
Table 4.1. Mean grain size per sample location per survey.
MEAN GRAIN SIZE
Longshore
08B
09A
09B
10A
10B
11A
Position
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
0.210
0.198
0.230
0.204
0.218
0.212
0
0.200
0.215
0.208
0.205
0.209
0.204
25
0.198
0.201
0.198
0.158
0.220
0.220
50
0.186
0.186
0.174
0.228
0.203
75
0.214
0.232
0.208
0.189
0.224
0.216
100
0.211
0.225
0.210
0.202
0.216
0.216
125
0.230
0.210
0.231
0.218
0.225
0.218
150
0.203
0.201
0.209
0.177
0.223
0.236
175
0.207
0.197
0.211
0.179
0.224
0.216
200
0.235
0.207
0.205
0.187
0.221
0.221
225
0.230
0.200
0.200
0.192
0.218
0.224
250
0.232
0.202
0.210
0.190
0.212
0.208
275
0.224
0.212
0.204
0.206
0.224
0.213
300
0.219
0.219
0.208
0.209
0.220
0.220
325
0.219
0.200
0.200
0.203
0.234
0.210
350
0.213
0.201
0.201
0.185
0.229
0.221
375
0.230
0.196
0.206
0.196
0.264
0.224
400
0.208
0.214
0.212
0.195
0.233
0.228
425
0.224
0.210
0.204
0.236
0.229
0.230
450
0.215
0.216
0.194
0.204
0.215
0.217
475
0.223
0.210
0.206
0.201
0.239
0.228
500

x
σ

0.217
0.011

0.207
0.011

0.207
0.010

0.196
0.017

0.225
0.012

0.218
0.008

11B
(mm)
0.207
0.206
0.205
0.206
0.223
0.210
0.210
0.211
0.218
0.152
0.214
0.212
0.224
0.218
0.223
0.220
0.209
0.214

12A
(mm)
0.207
0.208
0.207
0.195
0.206
0.209
0.213
0.219
0.211

0.214
0.223
0.211
0.015

0.208
0.006

The two horns to the south exhibited preferentially less erosion than associated
embayments. The pattern of accretion suggests the two southern horns are in the early
stages of merging as the younger horn becomes the reoriented protuberance of the more
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mature southern horn. As the beach eroded, the sediment sample is again on the upper
horn face, resulting in increased kurtosis from platykurtic to leptokurtic (3.7 to 7.8 or
calculated in phi units 0.89 to 1.26) (Figure 4.13-3d, Tables 4.1-4.3).
Table 4.2. Mode grain size per sample location per survey.
MODE GRAIN SIZE
Longshore
08B
09A
09B
10A
10B
11A
Position
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
0.240
0.250
0.245
0.247
0.255
0.253
0
0.240
0.242
0.230
0.240
0.243
0.243
25
0.231
0.205
0.240
0.175
0.250
0.250
50
0.223
0.231
0.197
0.250
0.248
75
0.241
0.255
0.241
0.215
0.259
0.255
100
0.245
0.255
0.240
0.237
0.250
0.253
125
0.252
0.245
0.245
0.242
0.252
0.252
150
0.241
0.238
0.242
0.198
0.254
0.261
175
0.241
0.238
0.245
0.210
0.258
0.250
200
0.259
0.240
0.244
0.188
0.253
0.253
225
0.252
0.239
0.241
0.205
0.252
0.252
250
0.255
0.241
0.243
0.230
0.251
0.245
275
0.250
0.245
0.235
0.245
0.260
0.253
300
0.250
0.250
0.240
0.242
0.254
0.253
325
0.254
0.242
0.240
0.245
0.254
0.251
350
0.249
0.238
0.238
0.225
0.252
0.253
375
0.252
0.231
0.240
0.221
0.264
0.260
400
0.245
0.243
0.246
0.231
0.265
0.260
425
0.255
0.245
0.240
0.260
0.256
0.265
450
0.247
0.250
0.231
0.239
0.250
0.254
475
0.251
0.240
0.240
0.237
0.272
0.260
500

x
σ

0.248
0.007

0.241
0.011

0.24
0.005

0.225
0.022

0.255
0.006

0.254
0.005

11B
(mm)
0.250
0.248
0.243
0.250
0.256
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.253
0.176
0.251
0.250
0.260
0.252
0.258
0.253
0.249
0.253

12A
(mm)
0.250
0.248
0.243
0.240
0.240
0.250
0.251
0.252
0.251

0.251
0.260
0.248
0.017

0.247
0.005

Sediment sorting displays little change with the exception of the sample collected
at 50 m. The sediments collected at that location are significantly more leptokurtic.
During the calm conditions that persisted through mid-day 10th February, sediments
maintained a fairly constant distribution that was mildly platykurtic. Mean and mode
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grain size consistently decreased through time. At the storm’s onset, kurtosis increased
and persisted throughout the event. Sediments greater than 0.4 mm, which at this site is
shell hash only, comprised 10-15% of the samples before the storm but diminished to less
than 1% as the storm persisted.

Table 4.3. Kurtosis per sample location per survey.
Longshore
KURTOSIS
Position
08B
09A
09B
10A
10B
5.80
7.46
3.71
7.77
8.61
0
6.51
7.39
3.82
6.21
10.18
25
6.40
4.67
7.68
14.06
9.61
50
6.06
7.46
6.31
5.98
75
5.87
5.44
6.51
5.72
9.44
100
8.37
5.11
7.17
6.14
8.95
125
6.39
7.72
7.09
3.80
9.32
150
7.67
6.16
5.67
5.89
8.89
175
7.98
5.88
8.39
5.81
8.63
200
4.76
6.32
5.61
5.28
9.71
225
4.62
7.36
7.78
5.24
10.06
250
4.66
8.38
9.11
5.18
13.40
275
6.63
8.16
6.24
9.05
9.97
300
8.33
6.06
6.67
8.81
10.15
325
9.26
8.33
7.78
11.61
9.05
350
8.98
6.71
6.91
6.70
9.01
375
7.21
6.24
7.01
5.62
5.23
400
9.83
4.57
7.52
5.13
7.04
425
5.87
9.90
8.45
3.86
9.33
450
6.63
8.64
6.38
5.81
8.10
475
8.07
9.08
7.19
6.24
6.09
500

x
σ

6.992
1.535

6.936
1.476

6.865
1.348

6.679
2.451

8.892
1.761

11A
13.07
8.52
8.59
12.70
10.33
11.48
11.43
5.42
8.88
8.82
9.82
7.18
11.78
9.22
13.04
11.26
8.39
7.99
7.30
10.37
7.83

11B
12.77
13.71
14.36
13.38
7.20
11.73
13.66
12.07
10.33
10.92
12.17
12.15
8.34
11.09
9.44
10.74
13.01
12.69

9.686
2.099

11.381
2.015

12A
14.42
13.50
11.88
10.70
9.01
11.28
11.94
10.03
13.12

9.69
8.16
11.764
1.727

Observations centered on 50 m depict similar geomorphic response to changing
wave approach. The cusps mature as the horn accretion ranges from 0.00 m to 0.10 m
while the adjacent embayment endures erosion of approximately 0.05 m to 0.10 m
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(Figure 4.14-1ab,2a). Subsequent northerly approach between 08B and 09A results in
differential horn accretion as the cusps reorient and mature (Figure 4.14-1bc,2b). Mode
grain size for 09A decreased from 0.231 mm to 0.205 mm while mean grain size
experienced insignificant change (0.198 mm to 0.201 mm) (Figure 4.14-3b). Earlier
observations of cusp growth at longshore 0 m exhibited modality as an indication of horn
growth. Here, as the embayment matures, sediments bias towards finer material. Both
scenarios occur regularly throughout this study.

Figure 4.14. Time lapse of 50 m location in active swash zone. (1) beach countours, (2)
net volumetric change, and (3) grain size characteristics in the active swash. (a) 8 Feb
night scan, 08A, (b) 8 Feb day scan, 08B, (c) 9 Feb night scan, 09A, (d) 10 Feb night
scan, 10A, and (e) 11 Feb night scan, 11A.

The following survey (10A) exhibits continued reorientation towards the north.
Cusp depth continued to increase to 6.0 m while spacing remained constant. Mean and
mode grain size were low, a feature common to sediments collected along the 400 m
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wavelength promontory (Figure 4.14-3d, Tables 4.1-4.3).

The final survey on 11

February showed continued scarping in excess of 0.45 m relief at former horns.
Observations at longshore 100 m reiterate those of 0 m and 50 m.

Cusp

reorientation occurs during the time between 08A and 08B resulting in 0.10 to 0.22 m of
accretion along the southern face of the horn centered at 95 m (Figure 4.15-1ab,2a).
Between 08B and 09A minor erosion (0.05 m – 0.12 m) occurred in the embayment with
minimal erosion at the adjacent horns (Figure 4.15-1bc,2b).
The sediment sample from 08B was collected at longshore 105 m at the center of
the embayment while all subsequent sediments were collected from 100 m. As a result,
the 105 m sample exhibited mean and mode grain sizes smaller than the 100 m sample of
09A collected on the southern face of the horn (Figure 4.15-3ab; Tables 4.1,4.2).

Figure 4.15. Time lapse of 100 m location in active swash zone. (1) beach countours, (2)
net volumetric change, and (3) grain size characteristics in the active swash. (a) 8 Feb
night scan, 08A, (b) 8 Feb day scan, 08B, (c) 9 Feb night scan, 09A, (d) 10 Feb night
scan, 10A, and (e) 11 Feb night scan, 11A.
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Scan 09B exhibited heavy accretion on the northern faces of the horns as northern
reorientation continued. Additionally, two preferential accretional regions are apparent in
the cross-shore (lower 40 m – 50 m; upper 20 m – 30 m) (Figure 4.15-1d,2c). These
regions correspond with the upper and lower limit of the tides. These preferential zones
are again present in 10A. Mean and mode grain size consistently drop as samples are
located progressively further up the beach face (Tables 4.1,4.2) (Figure 4.15-3c,d).
The 150 m survey saw the formation of two new cusps during the inter-tidal
stages between 08A and 08B (Figure 4.16-1a,b). The longshore 150 m 08B sample was
collected at 155 m while all subsequent sediments were collected at 150 m.

Figure 4.16. Time lapse of 150 m location in active swash zone. (1) beach countours, (2)
net volumetric change, and (3) grain size characteristics in the active swash. (a) 8 Feb
night scan, 08A, (b) 8 Feb day scan, 08B, (c) 9 Feb night scan, 09A, (d) 10 Feb night
scan, 10A, and (e) 11 Feb night scan, 11A.
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Moreover, the sample was collected in the wrack line resulting in decreased
kurtosis and increased mean grain size (Tables 4.1,4.3). This was also the case for
sample 09B which exhibited similar grain size characteristics (Figure 4.16-3a,c). The
upper and lower tidal limit preferential accretional zones are again visible following
survey 09B and 10A (Figure 4.16-2c,d).

4.5 Discussion
Studies have shown beach cusps to be erosive (Johnson, 1919; Evans, 1939;
Dubois, 1978; Dubois, 1981), accretionary (Kuenen, 1948; Russell & McIntire, 1965;
Sallenger, 1979) or a combination of both (Antia, 1987; Masselink et al. 1997; Coco et al.
2004). However, none have determined why beach cusps can develop in both erosive
and accretionary environments. Even when sudden erosive events cause scarping of the
beach cusps, under proper energetic conditions they have been observed at both former
horn and bay locations (Dolan and Ferm, 1968; Masselink et al., 1997).
In this study, the link between beach cusps as erosive or accretionary is directly
related to their position within the large-scale geomorphology as depicted in Figures 4.9
to 4.12. When beach cusps are situated within the embayment of a larger scale cuspate
feature, the beach cusps evolve in a predominantly erosional environment with obliquely
incident waves. Conversely, beach cusps situated along a larger scale promontory evolve
in an accretionary environment.

A review of scan 08A-09A evolution exhibits an

amplification of this depositional variation in response to increasingly oblique incident
waves.
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A number of works including Komar (1973) and Sallenger (1979) have described
beach cusp embayments to be composed of more fine-grained material, while beach cusp
horns are composed of coarser material. Furthermore, Antia (1987) has pointed out that,
while sorting at horns tended to be better than at embayments, the results were quite
variable depending on the characteristics of the beach in question. At Melbourne Beach,
the difference between horn and embayment grain sizes is sufficiently small as to be
statistically insignificant. We find sorting to be highly variable with no consistent trend
linked with cusp evolution. As cusps were destroyed during the storm, sorting increased
with removal of surficial shell hash. This result also suggests that coarsening of horns
(and fining of embayments) is likely to occur only after beach cusps have developed and
that the mechanism for beach cusp formation is intrinsically different from other
bedforms whose formation and evolution entirely relies on differential transport and
segregation of distinct grain sizes (e.g. Murray and Thieler, 2004; van Oyen et al., 2010).

4.6 Conclusions
This field study couples terrestrial laser scanning, sediment analysis and
measurements of offshore hydrodynamics to increase our understanding of two
phenomena related to beach cusp evolution: 1) changes in large-scale morphology with
respect to accretion and erosion trends of cusps and 2) sediment response to storms in a
cusp-laden environment.
The data presented in this study contribute to the long-standing debate on the
depositional/erosional nature of beach cusps and their growth. Our results convincingly
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show that on Melbourne Beach, whether a horn accretes more (or erodes less) than an
embayment, is controlled by its position within larger scale shoreline undulations.
As sediments are removed of shell hash during more energetic wave climates,
grain sizes evolve to conditions similar to calm conditions. Beach cusp sedimentology
reflects morphology in storm events. As horns erode, coarse material associated with the
upper face of the horn is removed.
This field study combined advances in terrestrial laser scanning with the STransform analytical tool for studying beach cusp activity. These results improve our
knowledge of beach cusp morphodynamics and for the first time provide evidence that, as
a result of larger scale undulations, beach cusps can develop under both accretionary and
erosive conditions.
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CHAPTER 5
Estimating and Predicting Integrated Recharge from Rainfall in Surficial Aquifer
Systems

5.1 Introduction
Understanding the relationship between rainfall and recharge is fundamental to
describing groundwater systems. Water managers would like to forecast water-tablelevel changes in response to rainfall in surficial aquifer systems, as well as the related
problem of water-level response to aquifer pumping.

However rainfall-recharge

relationships are complicated by soil heterogeneity, antecedent soil-water conditions,
water-table level, evapotranspiration (ET) patterns, vegetation, proximity to stored or
flowing water, geological characteristics, such as soil permeability and overlying
sedimentary column as well as rainfall-intensity patterns (Fetter, 2000). Several papers
have laid out and tested frameworks, both empirical and theoretical, for describing the
basic rainfall-recharge relationship (e.g. Rennolls et al, 1980; Viswanathan, 1983, 1984;
Restrepo and Giddings, 1994; Wu et al., 1996, Restrepo et al, 2006, Tan et al., 2007).
Those studies show that in addition to the inherent hydrogeological complexities,
sampling periods and the definition of rainfall “events” can affect the measured
relationship.
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In a surficial aquifer, recharge to the water table is often described in terms of the
magnitude of rainfall, with antecedent water level defining boundary conditions for a
groundwater response (Rennolls et al, 1980; Viswanathan, 1984; Restrepo and Giddings,
1994; Wu et al., 1996).

Established recharge-rainfall relationships have then been

applied to modeling water-table levels over time (Viswanathan, 1983, 1984; Tan et al.,
2007) or for defining recharge for input into other models (Restrepo et al, 2006). While
these methods proved productive for modeling behavior over a range of time frames, they
did not address the predictability of each recharge event in isolation.
Rennolls et al. (1980) and Viswanathan (1983, 1984) developed models for
recharge rate that incorporate both rainfall intensity and antecedent water table levels as
input parameters. Both groups defined a series of soil parameters from collected rainfall
and water-table data and used them to predict water-table level rise on day ‘ti’ from
parameterized empirical data of days ti-x through ti. In the case of Viswanathan (1984),
the modeled one-year, water-table time series overall is in good agreement with
observations, although the largest errors are consistently associated with intervals of
significant rainfall.
Later studies evaluated water-balance equations that used a set of empirically
determined parameters to define the recharge-rainfall relationship (Smajstrla, 1990;
Restrepo and Giddings, 1994). In the case of the modeled output of Smajstrla (1990), ET
is used as an input to define this relationship. While achieving reasonable results over the
modeling domain, these methods require a priori knowledge of soil parameters beyond
that of Rennolls et al. (1980) and Viswanathan (1983, 1984) and depend on the accuracy
of supplementary modeled inputs such as porosity and hydraulic conductivity, including
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the Green-Ampt method, a model scheme presently used by USGS (Craig et al., 2010;
Liu et al., 2011).
Wu et al. (1996) used lysimeters to measure induced recharge from rainfall
events. Their results show the relationship between rainfall and recharge is dependent on
water-table level, and they distinguish shallow, intermediate, and deep-water-table
regimes. By defining effective precipitation (Pe) as a function of rainfall and specific
yield at the site that together generate a single peak in water-table response, Wu et al.
(1996) established a linear relationship between integrated Pe and integrated recharge in
each regime. While their study defined an accurate relationship between rainfall and
recharge, it did not attempt to forecast using those relationships but rather explicitly
describes the foundational concepts of the previous works mentioned.
In all of these works, a linear relationship between recharge and rainfall (based on
defined temporal windows) is either implied or sought for a given set of field sites. This
idea, that a linear relationship between recharge and rainfall can be locally established, is
routinely used by water managers in establishing boundary conditions and material
properties in groundwater modeling.
The studies described above recognize the true complexities that affect rainfallrecharge relationships and attempt in different ways to capture most of the complexity in
the observed time series.

However, none of these studies has explored a rigorous

statistical analysis of the limitations of using a linear model to predict recharge response
to isolated precipitation events. In this study, we examine the limitations of “linear”
forecasting in a variety of Florida surficial aquifer systems.
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We also propose and test a simple method for improving forecasting of surficial
aquifer-system water-level changes with rainfall. The obvious target is to consider the
additional effect of the antecedent water-table level or stage. Water-table level was a
dominant factor identified by Wu et al. (1996) and Viswanathan (1983, 1984) affecting
rainfall-recharge relationships, and water level data are an integral part of the data set
available to water managers. Simply by empirically determining the best-fitting rainfallrecharge relationships in individual wells as a function of water level in the well,
forecasting by water managers can be improved. Here we examine how much such
forecasting can be improved. We also note that such analysis should lead to more
accurate storage parameters (Environmental Simulations, 2004). The specific purpose of
this paper is to analyze the predictability of recharge from rainfall events in the surficial
aquifer system based on rainfall and water level data in formats routinely collected by
water-management agencies. We provide a stochastic model for predicting surficial
aquifer recharge that quantifies this parameter as a function of rainfall intensity and
defines it with respect to historic water-table behavior.

This multi-dimensional

description of rainfall recharge at a site improves upon the linear predictions of recharge
from rainfall. As a final point, an analysis of the power-law scaling of ground-watertable response is presented since an understanding of the relationship between event size
and number can improve prediction (Burroughs and Tebbens, 2005).

5.2 Study Area
Eleven central Florida surficial aquifer system monitor wells maintained by the
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD), the Southwest Florida Water
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Management District (SWFWMD), or the St. John’s River Water Management District
(SJRWMD) were chosen for analysis (Figure 5.1). Selection was based on four criteria:
(1) a minimum of two years of coeval daily records of rainfall and groundwater levels;
(2) distance between well and rain gauge of less than 100 m; (3) break data records, realtime event recordings rather than daily summations, (at collection, these data were only
available for 7 of the 11 wells); and (4) well locations span a range of environments, with
differing surface features and vegetation along with their associated hydrostratigraphy.
The monitor wells range in elevation from 58 ft. (17.7 m) at well UA633 to 133
ft. (40.5 m) at well ROMP44 (Figure 5.1). Well locations include lowland wetlands
within the Kissimmee River watershed, wetlands and/or marshlands within one mile
(0.62 km) of nearby natural lakes, artificially cleared wetlands, and wooded uplands
along the central Florida ridge. Water table maxima at the selected sites varied from
isolated periods above land surface to 4.6 ft. (1.4 m) below land surface.

5.3 Methods
Each data set is reviewed for a combination of available rainfall data and coeval
water table data using a hydrograph similar to the one shown in Figure 5.2. Any time
periods lacking coincident data are removed from further analysis. An example of this
can be seen in the data gap visible near August, 2006 in Figure 5.2.
Water-table levels at the sites are recorded at 15-minute intervals. Rainfall data
are recorded at times when 0.01 in (0.25 mm) of rain has accumulated since the last
recording. The correlative data sets are then binned in 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 hour
periods. Daily data are used for evaluation of the 24-hour period and time-independent
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integrated recharge. Time-independent integrated recharge (or cluster events) consists of
rainfall clusters which can last longer than one day that together generate a single peak in
water-table response which also can often exceeding a single day in duration.

Figure 5.1. Map showing surficial aquifer wells used in this study.
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The algorithm for estimating integrated recharge uses the water-table level at the
point at which a rainfall event begins and the maximum water table level during or
following the full rainfall event. It should be noted, however, that with daily summation
data, it can sometimes be difficult to distinguish between two shorter, multi-day events
and one, longer multi-day event. For example, if a second rainfall event occurs before a
water-table maximum is reached from an earlier event, the decrease in the water-table
response rate rather than maximum is used to define the boundary between the events.
For a more detailed description of integrated recharge, see Wu et al. (1996).

Figure 5.2. Hydrograph of site HA468 (see Figure 5.1 for location) for 12-year period.
Black line = daily water table level; gray bars = rainfall; dashed line = ground surface.
This data set is analyzed in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4a, Figure 5.5a, Figure 5.12, Figure 5.16
and Figure 5.17.
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The relationships between rainfall and recharge are plotted for each site in the
traditional manner used by water-management agencies and in the literature. For each
site, we construct a cumulate table between rainfall and recharge, often referred to as a
water balance. Examples of the water balance and scatter plot of integrated recharge-torainfall relationships are shown in Figure 5.3a and 5.3b, respectively. The ratio of waterlevel response to rainfall event is then plotted against stage (Figures 5.4 thru 5.7), rainfall
event size (Figures 5.8 thru 5.11), and rainfall event duration. As rainfall-event duration
exhibits a similar pattern to event size, it is excluded here for brevity. The percent
occurrence of rainfall events at each stage refers to the time the water table occupies a
particular stage bin (Figures 5.4 thru 5.7). The response-to-rainfall ratio as a function of
stage, event size, and event duration is then examined to determine the degree to which
each parameter influences the response-rainfall ratio. Since we evaluate only a single
modeled recharge point against a single observed recharge point, in other words, not
multivariate, we can assess resultant model performance using the root-mean-square
model error with supporting confidence intervals (Pachepsky et al., 2004).

5.4 Model Conceptualization
Recharge in the surficial-aquifer-system is often defined seasonally in water
management. Seasonal differences in surficial aquifer system recharge due to rainfall in
tropical or sub-tropical regions like Florida can be substantial.

A distinct seasonal

interface can often be blurred by random events occurring on or around a change of
season. Moreover, confining a seasonal boundary to a specific time period each year can
often be misleading since seasonal onset can vary from year to year.
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Figure 5.3. Water balance and typical linear regression of rainfall event to water table
response performed on data from site HA468. (a) Water balance, or cumulative water
table response per cumulative rainfall, at site HA468 (see Figure 5.1 for location) for data
shown in Figure 5.2. Linear regression to cumulative line yields a slope of 4.61 m water
table response per 1 m rainfall. (b) Typical linear regression of rainfall event to water
table response on a per event basis for same data set at site HA468. Slope = 4.64 mm
water table response per 1 mm rainfall event.
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Therefore, accounting for seasonal variation in any model becomes problematic
when defining that boundary. To avoid this, one simple way of addressing seasonality is
to define recharge in terms of water-table-level, also known as stage. By addressing
recharge as a function of historical stage, in addition to addressing the stochastic nature
of the site, we can also indirectly address seasonality.

Figure 5.4. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) for rainfall events binned as a function
of water level (stage) preceding event at well HA468. Left y axes and black solid circles
show mean and 95% confidence level of ratio; right y axes and red open circles show the
percent of events that occur at each stage bin.

This method may not address seasonally specific rainfall amounts and duration,
but it can indirectly address persistence of events by accounting for an increased stage
associated with that persistence.

In other words, seasonal events are partially
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constrained, if indirectly, as water tables decline in the dry season and rise in the wet
season. This alternative approach avoids a need for seasonal data binning which can lead
to aliasing.

Figure 5.5. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) for rainfall events binned as a function
of water level (stage) preceding event at well P6925. Left y axes and black solid circles
show mean and 95% confidence level of ratio; right y axes and red open circles show the
percent of events that occur at each stage bin.

The problem of season-specific rainfall events mentioned above is of particular
importance when we recall the nonlinearity inherent in the rainfall-to-response
relationship. A large event in the wet season (or high stage) and an equally large event in
the dry season (or low stage) do not induce the same water-table response (see Oct. 2004
compared with July 2009 in Figure 5.2). To describe this variability, a comparison of
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rainfall-event sizes (i.e. amount of precipitation) and durations with response-to-rainfall
ratios is evaluated in conjunction with stage data.

Figure 5.6. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) for rainfall events binned as a function
of water level (stage) preceding event at well ROMP44. Left y axes and black solid
circles show mean and 95% confidence level of ratio; right y axes and red open circles
show the percent of events that occur at each stage bin.

5.5 Results
A plot of water table response-to-rainfall with respect to stage at four
representative sites located at the regional extents of the study is shown in Figures 5.4
thru 5.7. Each response ratio is binned according to stage level at the time of the event in
0.1 m increments. Additionally, the percentage of time the stage occupies in each bin is
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plotted on the secondary y-axis. All 11 sites exhibit a modal response-to-rainfall ratio
ranging between 0 and 9 with peak ratios consistently associated with mode stage. Eight
of the 11 sites show peak ratios within 30 cm of modal stage. HA468 exhibits a nearGaussian percent occurrence with peak ratios within 20 cm of modal stage. The notable
deviation is the spike in ratio at minimum stages (Figure 5.4), coincident with two rainfall
events occurring during the 1999-2000 drought.

Figure 5.7. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) for rainfall events binned as a function
of water level (stage) preceding event at well T0960. Left y axes and black solid circles
show mean and 95% confidence level of ratio; right y axes and red open circles show the
percent of events that occur at each stage bin.

P6925’s ratios exhibits a slight positive skew and a lower kurtosis than HA468
owing to more modest deviations in the data. This is contrasted with infrequent extreme
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deviations recorded at HA468. ROMP44 percent occurrence exhibits a unimodal, near
zero skewness with extreme peakedness. The limited data at ROMP44, just above the 2year minimum criteria for the study, is likely an influential factor in the highly variable,
bimodal, positively skewed ratios. Site T0960 exhibits a percent occurrence distribution
not unlike P6925. Peak ratios at the site are 20 cm above percent occurrence mode. It is
clear from these results that the kurtosis and skewness of both stage frequency and
response-to-rainfall ratio are unique to each site.

Figure 5.8. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) plotted against rainfall event size binned
daily at HA468.

The representative sites used in Figures 5.4 thru 5.7 are again shown for
comparison of response-to-rainfall ratio and event size in Figure 5.8 thru 5.11. Maximum
variability in response-to-rainfall ratio consistently occurs in rainfall events below 50-60
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mm (2-3 in.). This is most visible in the largest data set (HA468) where rainfall events
below 50 mm induce a recharge ranging from 1 to 9 mm per 1 mm rainfall excluding
outliers (Figure 5.8). The same event-size range of 0-50 mm is also coincident with peak
response-to-rainfall ratios.

In addition, as event sizes increase, ratio variability

progressively decreases as it converges towards the ratio predicted by the linear
correlations like that shown in Figure 5.3. For example, the response/rainfall relationship
at HA468, the largest data set, is 4.23 when binned by event and 4.61 using the
cumulative water balance.
As event sizes increase, the variability decreases as the few extreme events
heavily influence the linear function. Similarly, the linear relationship at T0960, the
second largest, is 4.91 by event and 4.42 using cumulative water balance, which also
demonstrates the convergence mentioned above. A similar relationship of decreasing
variability with increasing event size exists between event duration and response-torainfall ratio.

5.5.1 Ratio Maps.
The combination of the relationships of stage and event size with respect to
response-to-rainfall ratio can be visualized in a color contour plot. Figure 5.12 depicts a
series of color maps defining the response-to-rainfall ratio with respect to stage and
rainfall event size concomitantly at site HA468.
Figures 5.12a thru 5.12h uses progressively more events in map construction.
Figure 5.12b, for example, is constructed using the 10 events from 5.12a and 15
additional events that occurred subsequently. The resolution of the color map or ratio
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map is refined with increased data input contributing multi-dimensionally as stage is
adjusted from previous events or as rainfall event-size varies stochastically.
A ratio map produced with 10 events (Figure 5.12a), roughly 1-3 months of data
depending on the season, depicts a relationship covering approximately 60% of the
typical stage range. Any ratio variation with stage in Figure 5.12a is unclear at this scale,
although, even with sparse data, the ratio map clearly displays a ratio dependence on
event size. As we increase data input to 300 events, 12 years of correlative events, we
see several features arise in the ratio map with respect to stage range, stage variability,
event size relationship, and overall variability (Figure 5.12h).

Figure 5.9. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) plotted against rainfall event size binned
daily at P6925.
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The stage data in Figure 5.12h depicts a ratio for the full-stage range typical of the
site, approximately 2.7 m (~8.5 ft.). It is also evident from the map that ratio dependence
on event-size and stage are not independent of each other but closely linked. Each site
(in addition to HA468 shown in Figure 5.12) exhibits a peak response zone dependant
upon stage.
The pattern evident in Figure 5.12h shows a rapid rise in ratio above 10 mm
rainfall events when stage is above ~20.3 m but that same relationship is more gradual
with decreased stage. For example, a 25 mm rainfall event (~ 1 in.) at 20.6 m stage
typically induces approximately 140 mm of water-table rise whereas the same magnitude
event at 19.8 m stage induces only 60 mm rise in water table.

Figure 5.10. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) plotted against rainfall event size
binned daily at ROMP44.
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In short, the influence of rainfall event size with respect to water table response at
site HA468 is reduced as stage level decreases. Similar circumstances exist where
behaviors unique to a site are exhibited in ratio maps using the entire data suite at the
other three representative sites, P6925, ROMP44, and T0960 (Figures 5.13, 5.14, and
5.15, respectively).

Figure 5.11. Response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) plotted against rainfall event size
binned daily at T0960.
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Figure 5.12. Ratio map = response-to-rainfall ratio (mm/mm) for integrated rainfall
events contoured as a function of stage and event size at site HA468. (a) first 10 events,
(b) first 25, (c) first 50, (d) first 100, (e) first 150, (f) first 200, (g) first 250, (h) first 300
events from data in Figure 2. Stage and event size for each event used in ratio map
denoted by small x.
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Clearly, some of the variability of response-to-rainfall relationships evident in
Figure 5.3 in the form of deviations from the best-fitting straight lines is explained by the
patterns in Figure 5.12. However, the complexity in the color contour ratio map of
Figure 5.12 shows that much of the recharge-rainfall ratio is not explained even by the
patterns described in the previous paragraph. Imbedded within this pattern are a number
of events counter to the overall trend. This is most visible in events ranging between 10
and 60 mm occurring at high stage. Here, typical events induce extreme water-table
responses with ratios in excess of 6 mm/mm; although outliers are present with ratios of
less than 3 mm/mm.

5.5.2 Use of Ratio Maps in Prediction.
The ratio maps can be used in prediction. The integrated recharge (rise in water
table) for a given rainfall event and stage can be estimated from the ratio map by
interpolating along the surface of the ratio map between neighboring points. Here we
compare the predictive capabilities of a ratio map against the predictions made from
using the linear regression traditionally applied to rainfall-response data (Figure 5.16).
The data from site HA468, the longest period of record composed of over 13
years of correlative events, are divided into two subsets. The first subset is used to
construct both linear functions and a ratio map. The linear functions or the ratio map are
then used to “predict” the expected response for stage and size values of events recorded
in the second subset. The quality of the predictions can be tested against the observations
in the second subset. By sampling a variety of input subsets we can evaluate modeling
success with respect to input sample size.
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In 100 trials of input samples of 10 independent correlative events (n = 10), the
linear function modeling results of 100 control correlative events average a root-meansquare error (rmse) 66.2 mm with 95% confidence level of +/- 1.55 mm (Figure 5.16).
The ratio map of the same sample size averages 62.8 mm rmse with a +/- 4.79 mm
confidence level.

Figure 5.13. Ratio map = response-to-rainfall (mm/mm) for integrated rainfall events
contoured as a function of stage and event size at site P6925 using entire data suite. Data
points used in ratio map denoted by small x.

As input sample sizes increase two distinct features become evident in the results.
First and most noteworthy the ratio map modeling errors decrease with increasing input.
At n = 250, the largest sample size where multiple trials are possible, ratio map rmse is
42.5 mm, an improvement of 20.3 mm over n = 10. The linear function at n = 250
exhibits an rmse of 62.9 mm, an improvement of only 4.7 mm.
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Second, confidence-level margins decrease in both linear and ratio map modeling
results with an exception at n = 250. At this level, data size limits the number of unique
trials such that a limited number of simulations are possible and so one outlier weighs
more heavily on the results. The results shown in Figure 5.16 for n = 300 are for a single
trial of all input data.

Figure 5.14. Ratio map = response-to-rainfall (mm/mm) for integrated rainfall events
contoured as a function of stage and event size at site ROMP44 using entire data suite.
Data points used in ratio map denoted by small x.

5.5.3 Bin-Interval Effects.
Most monitoring stations used in the study bin rainfall and groundwater recharge
data daily. In this way, a hydrograph like that shown in Figure 5.3 is presented using
daily summations and comparisons are made from the hydrograph. It is worth comparing
binning techniques to evaluate their influence on further data analysis. To do so, a
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cumulative-frequency-magnitude (CFM) plot of water-table response is constructed using
multiple time scales from HA468 data (Figure 5.17). For clarity in the figure, the CFM
plot only includes 15-min., 24-hour, and cluster event or integrated-recharge event
intervals. The study, however, included 30-min., 1-hour, 2-hour, 4-hour, 8-hour, and 12hour time periods as well.

Figure 5.15. Ratio map = response-to-rainfall (mm/mm) for integrated rainfall
events contoured as a function of stage and event size at site T0960 using entire data
suite. Data points used in ratio map denoted by small x.

At fixed-time intervals (i.e. 15-min., 30-min., 1-hour, etc.), the frequency to size
of water-table response all follow a similar power law relationship at intervals less than 2
hours. Shorter intervals are best described by a single power law (see 15-min. interval in
Figure 5.11). Larger intervals, such as the one-day interval in Figure 5.17, tend to exhibit
two distinct power laws corresponding to events above or below 100 mm (one-day
interval in Figure 5.11), where the lower bound is not significantly different from the 15102

min. function. The integrated (cluster) data is described by a single power law that is not
only unique from the time-dependent analyses, but also is truncated at the upper limit of
water table responses.

Figure 5.16. Comparison of root-mean-square errors associated with predicting
individual recharge events based on traditional linear regression (open circles) and ratio
map (solid squares). Predictions are based on 100 trials each using n data points, of 100
independent observed events, except for n = 250, for which only 24 independent trials
could be simulated. Ninety-five percent confidence level denoted with vertical bars.
Based on integrated event data from Figure 5.2. As input sample sizes increase ratio map
modeling errors decrease to values well below those of the traditional linear regression.

5.6 Discussion
The consideration of response-to-rainfall ratio as a dependent variable of stage is
not unique to this work. Certainly Rennolls et al. (1980), Restrepo and Giddings (1994),
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Smajstrla (1990) and others accounted for it in some form in their studies. The premise
of this relationship and its associated nuances, however, has largely been neglected. In
other words, questions like “Is stage dependency ubiquitous locally or regionally?” or “Is
recharge dependency on stage patternistic?” have been overlooked.
For each of the wells in Figures 5.4 thru 5.7, as well as the other central Florida
wells in this study, the ratio vs. stage relationship is roughly bell-shaped with a ratio
maximum close to mode stage. Variations in the skewness and kurtosis of ratio-to-stage
relationship as well as the noticeable scatter in the data is no doubt the result of each
site’s varying vegetation, hypsography, depth to water table, evapotranspiration, and
hydrostratigraphy.
The multivariate technique of the map of recharge-rainfall ratio as a function of
stage and event-size is an improvement in both description and prediction of a site’s
responses to rainfall. The direct incorporation of stage frees users from limitations
associated with seasonal modulation in rainfall response.

It is also clear that the

predictive value of the ratio map increases significantly with the amount of available
data.
The linear relationship between event size and water table response is often
assessed using a correlation coefficient of regression. This becomes misleading when the
slope of the regression is used in prediction because the coefficient is not a valid means
of assessing the quality of a model. A regression coefficient simply defines the similarity
between two data sets, not the exact data points. For example, a hypothetical, yet simple
modeled recharge consisting entirely of a sequence of ones (1) and twos (2) compared by
regression analysis with an actual recharge of tens (10) and twenties (20) in the same
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sequence will have a coefficient of regression of 1, even though it is clear the modeled
result does not accurately predict the actual. Figures 5.8 thru 5.11 help to illustrate this
point where: (1) a large amount of the data is highly variable across the most common
event sizes (< 60 mm); and (2) the convergence of data points at increasing event sizes is
conspicuously close to the linear regression slope, a result of outlier weighting in the
regression.

Figure 5.17. Comparison of cumulative frequency-magnitude (CFM) plots for recharge
(water level change) over a specified time interval associated with a rainfall event using
15 minute binned data (squares), 1 day binned data (x’s), and integrated (cluster) event
data (triangles). The differences in the CFMs between the fixed time bin and integrated
recharge event data highlight the importance of using integrated recharge events in
analyses. See text for further discussion.
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The concept of the ratio map (see Figures 5.12 thru 5.15) can act as either a
modeling tool or descriptor of a site’s surficial soils. As a modeling tool, the ratio map
can be applied in the fashion of a look-up table such that a given stage and event size can
be used to predict the response ratio of the water table. This method has been shown to
increase accuracy of predicted water-table response by 25-40% over linear regression at
the 11 sites studied (33% at site HA468 seen in Figure 5.12 and evaluated in Figure
5.16). This improvement can equate to a decrease in rmse of as much as 25 mm
depending on site-specific conditions.
In groundwater modeling, better understanding of the behavior of the system in
real-world scenarios is often critical. In this regard, the ratio map can be a valuable
analytical technique as it is capable of empirically representing soil characteristics based
on water-table-response ratios without detailed site investigations. For example, Figure
5.12h shows a soil horizon above 20.2 m with behavior consistent with hydrophobic soils
overlying a hydrophilic horizon. Such apparent hydrophobic/hydrophilic layering is
observed at most of the wells in this study although no cores were available for analysis.
If we construct a CFM plot of groundwater table response at different time-bin
intervals the results reflect the speed of response of water table following a rainfall event
(Figure 5.17). A relatively hydrophobic soil, either induced by grain size, porosity, or
organic structure, for example, would induce a more rapid rise in the water table where a
hydrophilic soil would allow for greater infiltration and, therefore, slower increase. As
time intervals (bin sizes) increase, the results depict two distinct power laws that typically
intersect between 70-90 mm in magnitude.
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The contrasting scaling exponent (slope of the power law) mentioned above is
best characterized using daily-binned data.

This division is a result of the binning

process. As bin size is increased, a larger number of events are completely captured in
each bin. As a result, events lasting more than 15 minutes but less than 1 day exhibit a
second power law. This development highlights the fact that while the 15-min. binned
data describe the rapidity of water-table response, they also include aliased data of larger
events. As a result, binned data do not describe return frequency of a given event size,
only return frequency of a given event size that can occur in a given time period.
The above discussion emphasizes the importance of using integrated recharge
(cluster) events when attempting to describe the relationship between the frequency and
size of events. The distribution of the integrated-recharge-cluster events exhibits an
upper truncated power law unique to the time-dependent distributions. The cluster data
more accurately describe the distribution of events since water-table-response data are no
longer limited by bin size. As a result, not only does the power law exhibit a different
slope, but also a fall-off at the largest event sizes, a trait characteristic of natural
phenomena (Burroughs and Tebbens, 2001). By way of comparison, the fixed-time-bin
analyses do not accurately resolve this phenomenon as water-table-response evaluated at
discrete intervals never reaches a maximum response capable of the system.

5.7 Conclusions
This analysis re-investigates some of the more fundamental relationships
implicitly relied upon in groundwater investigations. A simple multivariate technique,
the map of recharge/rainfall ratio as a function of stage and event size, can significantly
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improve descriptions and predictions of responses to rainfall. By directly incorporating
stage into analysis, users are freed from limitations associated with seasonal definitions
of rainfall responses. The ratio maps help to explicitly describe the nonlinearity of water
table response-to-rainfall data, and alleviate the distortion problem typical of large events
in a standard linear regression. The data presented here show that in the Florida SAS
response-to-rainfall ratios exhibit maxima most often linked with modal stage. Each
stage relationship, though unique to each site, can be assessed, and with multiple years of
data, can be used to improve predictions.
Fixed-time binning of groundwater recharge data may be useful for quick
interpretation and analysis, but it will only describe how rapidly the system responds to
an event, not the frequency of return related to such a response. Binning or isolation of
specific data carries the potential for aliasing.
Linear functions representing response-to-rainfall relationships are misleading
and often distorted by a few large events. However, they are often used in prediction
without any model testing; these linear functions can be improved upon by applying the
ratio map multivariate technique. The ratio map, which accounts for rainfall-event size
and stage concomitantly, more accurately describes the system and predicts future
responses to rainfall.
This study combines the applied ground water table research with the theoretical
aspects of data analysis. These results show that linear interpretations of response-torainfall data require a clarification of how large events distort prediction and how the
binning of data can change the interpretation. Furthermore, a ratio map can supplant any
linear regression as a more accurate means of predictions.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB Code

Script #1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

QUICK SCRIPT – Decimation of Laser Scan Station Data

%

ScanDecimate.m

% Description: Script takes an XYZ matrix and analyzes each point to determine whether
% its neighbors are within a specified distance from that point. If there are neighbors
% within this threshold they are removed and the script continues on to the next point
% using the modified matrix.
% *matrix is often arranged from most distant point spiraling inward so to increase
% processing speed, matrix is flipped to remove more points earlier in iterations.
% Inputs: (1) matrix for decimation (A/B##)
% Outputs: (1) decimated matrix – full (A/B##d)
%

December 22, 2008 – J.F. van Gaalen

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% I/O %%%%%
inc=1;
mtx=input('Input matrix filename >');
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%%%%% ITERATION COUNT %%%%%
Point=1;
res = 0.05;

%%%%% FLIP MATRIX TO DECIMATE FROM SCANNER OUTWARDS %%%%%
mtx = flipud(mtx);
%%%%% DECIMATION LOOP %%%%%
for h = 1:inc:length(mtx(:,1));
T=mtx(h,:);
%%%%% idx x & y-coord within 0.01m of pt & removes them %%%%%
i=find(mtx(1:end,1)<(T(1,1)+res)&mtx(1:end,1)>(T(1,1)-res) &
mtx(1:end,2)<(T(1,2)+res) & mtx(1:end,2)>(T(1,2)-res));
j = i(2:end);
%%%%% appends xy-indexes to matrix %%%%%
mtx(j,:) = [];
Point = Point + inc
New_Matrix_Length = length(mtx)
end
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Script #2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

ScanSTRM.m

%
%

ScanShiftTranslateRotateModify.m
Script shifts, translates and rotates matrix to enable analysis of multiple surveys

%

in same coordinate system.

%

Joseph F. van Gaalen

%

University of South Florida

%

June 28, 2008 / April 24, 2009

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% script notes
% ROTATES MATRIX TO AZIMUTH OF endpoint TRANSECT
% [xn,yn] = orthog_trans(x,y,theta)
% orthogonal transformation
% [x,y] = ( [xn,yn] - X ) * A
% input: x,y = point in original coordinate system (in COLUMNS)
% xo,yo = origin of new coordinate system (or the TRANSLATION)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% INPUT DATA
xyz = input('Input Scan xyz-data variable as 3-column matrix >');
ShiftX = input('Input X-dir shift value >');
ShiftY = input('Input Y-dir shift value >');
ShiftZ = input('Input Z-dir shift value >');
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rANGLE = input('Input X w/r/t Y rotation angle in degrees >');
tANGLE = input('Input Z w/r/t X translation angle in degrees >');
mANGLE = input('Input Z w/r/t Y translation angle in degrees >');
% SHIFT COORDINATES TO SET REFERENCE SPHERE 1 (R1) AS ORIGIN
xyz(:,1) = xyz(:,1)+ShiftX;
xyz(:,2) = xyz(:,2)+ShiftY;
xyz(:,3) = xyz(:,3)+ShiftZ;
x=xyz(:,1); y=xyz(:,2); z=xyz(:,3);

% ROTATE MATRIX TO SET X-AXIS AS LONGSHORE DIRECTION (X w/r/t Y)
theta_deg = rANGLE;
% defines conditions to rotate matrix
if exist('xo','var')==0,xo=0;
end
if exist('yo','var')==0,yo=0;
end
% defines new rotated matrix
theta_rad = theta_deg*pi/180;
A = [cos(theta_rad),sin(theta_rad);-sin(theta_rad),cos(theta_rad)];
X = nan*ones(length(x),2);
X(:,1)= (x - xo);
X(:,2)= (y - yo);
Rm = X*A;
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x=Rm(:,1); y=Rm(:,2);

% TRANSLATE MATRIX TO SET LEVEL PLANE (Z w/r/t X)
theta_deg = tANGLE;
% defines conditions to rotate matrix
if exist('xo','var')==0,xo=0;
end
if exist('zo','var')==0,zo=0;
end
% defines new translated matrix
theta_rad = theta_deg*pi/180;
A = [cos(theta_rad),sin(theta_rad);-sin(theta_rad),cos(theta_rad)];
X = nan*ones(length(x),2);
X(:,1)= (x - xo);
X(:,2)= (z - zo);
Tm = X*A;
x = Tm(:,1); z=Tm(:,2);

% TRANSLATE MATRIX TO SET LEVEL PLANE (Z w/r/t Y)
theta_deg = mANGLE;
% defines conditions to rotate matrix
if exist('yo','var')==0,yo=0;
end
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if exist('zo','var')==0,zo=0;
end
% defines new translated matrix
theta_rad = theta_deg*pi/180;
A = [cos(theta_rad),sin(theta_rad);-sin(theta_rad),cos(theta_rad)];
X = nan*ones(length(x),2);
X(:,1)= (y - yo);
X(:,2)= (z - zo);
Mm = X*A;
RTxyz = [x Mm(:,1) Mm(:,2)];

clear Tm, clear Rm, clear ShiftX, clear ShiftY, clear ShiftZ;
clear X, clear x, clear xo, clear xyz, clear theta_deg;
clear theta_rad, clear y, clear yo, clear z, clear zo;
clear A, clear Mm; clear b, clear i, clear m, clear mANGLE;
clear rANGLE; clear tANGLE;
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Script #3
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%

arcFUNzx.m

%

arcFunction-zx.m

%

Joseph F. van Gaalen

%

University of South Florida

%

June 29, 2009

%

Applies a user-specified parabolic correction function to spatial data set.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
data = input('Input xyz data as 3-col matrix >');
m = input('Input 2nd order term for arc function >');
b = input('Input 1st order term for arc function >');
c = input('Input constant >');

% ARC Function application
for i = 1:length(data);
data(i,3)= data(i,3)-((m*(data(i,1)*data(i,1)))+(b*data(i,1)+c));
end
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APPENDIX B
Additional Site Photos from Melbourne Beach, FL & Tairua Beach, New Zealand
Photographs of site conditions are presented here chronologically and provide a
reasonable survey of the conditions across the whole of the study area prior to, during,
and subsequent to the surveys.

Figure B.1. Southward view of study area at Spessard Holland Park Beach in Melbourne
Beach, FL prior to first survey. Photo taken 12:05 p.m., local time, February 7th, 2008 at
North end of site (0m mark). Typical cusps of the day visible in photograph center
approximately 30 m from location of photographer. Note high rise building in
background for location comparison with subsequent photographs.
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Figure B.2. Southward view taken 1:57 p.m., local time, February 8th, 2008 at 150 m.
FARO LS880 target spheres visible in foreground and background with scan station
center image.
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Figure B.3. Southward view taken 5:13 p.m., local time, February 12th, 2008 at 300 m.
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Figure B.4. Southward view taken 9:31 a.m., local time, February 13th, 2008 at 50 m.
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Figure B.5. Southward view taken 9:35 a.m., local time, February 13th, 2008 at 100 m.
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Figure B.6. Southward view taken 5:54 p.m., local time, February 13th, 2008 at 250 m.
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Figure B.7. Additional view of typical field set-up for FARO scan station.
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Figure B.8. View of Southeast half of Tairua Beach survey area.
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Figure B.9. View of Northeast half of Tairua Beach survey area.
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Figure B.10. Additional view of typical field set-up for LEICA scan station.
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Figure B.11. Tairua Beach scientific team. From left to right: Russell Gibb, Geometria,
Joseph van Gaalen, Co-Principal Investigator, USF, Giovanni Coco, Co-Principal
Investigator, NIWA, George Payne, NIWA, and Cliff Hart, NIWA.
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